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From
the
editor.
What a few weeks it’s been weather wise since the
previous issue of energysafe was published –
record high power demands during some unseasonal
early autumn weather followed a matter of days
later by an extreme wind storm, the like of which
has not been seen for a long time if ever.
Welcome to Issue 12 of our magazine. We cover
these weather events in this edition, focussing in
particular on the storms of 2 April and the damage
done to so much electrical infrastructure in particular
pockets of Melbourne and Victoria.
We have a tribute to the popular and respected Alinta
lineworker Allen Pearson who died on the day after the
storm helping to restore power to the particularly badly
hit area of Mornington. ESV is involved in investigating
the cause of the tragic death. Losing anyone to an
energy related incident is bad enough, it’s more stark
when it’s one of the industry’s own.
We have an article about the State Government
review into the response to the storms by electricity
distributors and retailers, emergency services and
government departments and agencies, and its terms
of reference. Some 420 000 properties across Victoria
were without power because of the storms and some
remained without supply for up to six days afterwards.
The storm has been described as the biggest “wind
event” in Victoria’s history, and there are claims that
because of climate change such extreme weather
events could become more frequent. The purpose
of the Government review is to identify opportunities
to build greater community resilience when they do
occur.
While the storms have commanded a great deal of the
community’s attention, there was still a lot more going
on as far as energy safety is concerned. For instance
some ESV people have been very busy conducting 37
information sessions across Melbourne and regional
areas on the new Wiring Rules – AS/NZS 3000: 2007
By the time the current program of sessions comes to
an end late in June, some 4000 RECs, LEWs,
LEIs, and TAFE teachers will have benefitted from
the program of sessions which got underway in March.
Numerous questions were asked in these sessions
and we have published quite a list of the frequently
asked questions – and the answers to them.
ESV is also busy in the remaking of eight electricity
safety and three gas safety regulations, which
“sunset” next year or the year after.

The energysafe team for this issue:
Editor David Guthrie-Jones
Contributors Charlotte Roseby, Norm Jackson,
Darren Margerison, Trevor Hudson, Terry Clement,
Bill te Wierik, Michael Bull, Shelley Burnside,
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Editorial assistant Taryn Drewett
Photographers Bill te Wierik, Shelley Burnside,
Terry Clement, Michael Leahy
Cartoonist/illustrator Paul Harvey
Design AER Design
Printing Energi Print
Editorial panel Management and staff
of Energy Safety Victoria.
FRONT COVER: Is this something we can expect a lot
more of – devastating damage to electricity infrastructure
and properties etc from extreme weather events such
as the wild storm of 2 April? There are those who believe
such events are the outcome of climate change and we
should brace ourselves and be ready for more of them. This
particular scene showing the destruction of a pole and its
substation was photographed by ESV Senior Compliance
Officer, Bill te Wierik at Coburg shortly after the storm had
wreaked its damage. We cover the storm in some detail in
this issue of energysafe.

It is in the area of the Electricity Safety (Installations)
Regulations where there is a deal of interest,
particularly proposals to introduce more rigour into
the business relationship between RECs and LEIs.
One proposal recommends that for prescribed work,

RECs cannot use the same LEI for more than 30 per
cent of their work in the city area and more than
50 per cent of their work in regional areas.
In another move the question of licensing and
registration could be split from the installation
regulations where it currently resides and have its
own set of regulations, the Electricity Safety (Licensing)
Regulations. Legislation is now going through State
Parliament which will enable RECs to renew their
registration every five years if they wish. It is a big move
which needs to be carefully managed – there is more
about it in this edition and there will be even more later.
ESV continues to use all its endeavours to warn the
community about the need to always be safe around
electricity and gas and to only employ a professional
when work is needed. Our public awareness budget
has to be spent as wisely as possible to ensure we
get value for money when we advertise on radio and
television.
It is particularly pleasing that recently retired swimmer
Brooke Hanson has agreed to feature in a new ESV
electricity safety television commercial which will be
shot in July and screened for the first time later this
year. Brooke can tell what it really feels like to suffer a
severe electric shock as she was the victim of one at
a pool and spa show in Melbourne almost 12 months
ago, and the commercial should have quite an impact.
We have a lot more in this edition including the usual
quota of technical articles covering electricity and
gas issues. There are articles about recalls of noncompliant electrical equipment available in Victoria,
and Metropolitan Fire Brigade statistics revealing an
alarming increase in the number of fires attributable
to powerboards and extension leads.
And did you know the average cost of the damage
caused to properties due to fires caused by electric
blankets is $60 000?
Yes, there’s a lot of valuable information and good
reading in this issue.
David Guthrie-Jones
dguthriejones@esv.vic.gov.au
PS – ESV is investigating making the magazine
available electronically for readers who wish to receive
it via email rather than by post. We’ll let you know
more about it as soon as possible.
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Change in relationship
between RECs and
LEIs proposed in
regulation update.
The introduction of increased rigour in managing the
relationship between registered electrical contractors
(RECs) and licensed electrical inspectors (LEIs) has
been proposed by ESV for inclusion in the new Electricity
Safety (Installation) Regulations due to come into force
in April next year.
One of the proposals – developed during
industry wide consultation on the review of
the certificate of electrical safety and electrical
inspection processes – suggests that for
prescribed work, RECs cannot use the same
LEI for more than 30 per cent of their work in
the city area and more than 50 per cent of their
work in regional areas.
ESV is currently heavily involved in the remaking
of eight electricity safety regulations and three
gas safety regulations which are due to “sunset”
next year or in 2010. The current electricity
installation regulations date from 1999 when
the certificate of electrical safety (COES) was
introduced.

Another proposal to be contained in the new
installations regulations will be the development
of an online certificate of electrical safety – a
further outcome of ESV’s recent extensive
review into the certification and inspection
process.
The review determined that the existing
Certificate of Electrical Safety (COES) system of
inspection for prescribed, non prescribed and
periodic work should be retained but with the
refinement of allowing the development of the
new process enabling the online purchase
and lodgement of certificates together with the
reporting of defects.

In another change, licensing and contracting
provisions may be split from the installations
regulations where they currently reside and
form a new separate set of regulations entitled
Electricity Safety (Licensing) Regulations.
One major change likely in this area is that RECs
will be able to renew their registration every five
years – in line with licensing renewals – if they
wish.
On the business relationship between RECs and
LEIs, Director of Energy Safety Ken Gardner told
energysafe: “It has long been recognised that
this is the area where there exists a potential
conflict of interest, which can result in careless
behaviour.
“More rigour has to be introduced into the
system, and it has to be seen that there is more
rigour in the system,” he said.
The changes mean:
–	An LEI that is employed by an REC cannot
perform electrical inspection work for the
REC or any other company associated with
this REC.
–	On multi-unit developments requiring five
or more certificates of electrical safety
inspections, the REC must not have any one
LEI complete more than 50 per cent of the
inspections

–	For multiple occupancies the prescribed
electrical work is deemed to end at the
switchboard that the end user or the
intended end user can access. In the case
where no customer currently exists then
the condition is that the inspection is to
end where the end user is intended to be
– e.g. apartment switchboard.
–	The current defect list is to be revised to
ensure that it is possible to easily identify the
defect and report the information. Additional
information can then be added by the LEI to
explain the detail. This would also identify the
work as technical non compliance or unsafe.
–	All defects are to be recorded on the copies
of the certificate of electrical safety that goes
to the REC and ESV.
–	As the LEI will be required to lodge all
prescribed COES via the internet, ESV will
target for increased audits any situation
where a proportion of an LEI’s electrical
inspection activity is high in relation to a
particular REC.
RECs can renew registration every
five years
New legislation titled the Energy and Resources
Amendment Bill 2008 will among other things,
amend the Electricity Safety Act 1998 to
introduce five-year registrations for RECs to
bring them in line with electricians’ licences.
Under the change it is proposed that RECs will
be able to renew registrations annually as at
present or for the new longer period.
The change in legislation enables ESV to make
provision for the new registration renewal
arrangements to be included in the proposed
Electricity Safety (Licensing) Regulations or
the Electricity Safety (Installations) Regulations
2009.
Ken Gardner said: “ Between now and the
introduction of the appropriate regulations,
ESV will be working on the mechanics for
progressively introducing the change and how
RECs can benefit from the new arrangement.
More details on the arrangement will be
available in due course.”

–	In any calendar year an REC must be able
to demonstrate that they have not used the

State Government
orders review
of emergency
response to the
wild storms.

Wild storm damage at Mornington with a property on fire after
a fallen tree brought down powerlines. It was at this spot that
lineworker Allen Pearson died restoring power supplies to the area.
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Energy and Resources Minister Peter Batchelor
has announced a wide-ranging review to
examine the response to the wind storms of
Wednesday 2 April by electricity distributors and
retailers, emergency services and government
departments and agencies. Some 420 000
properties across Victoria were without power
because of the storms.
> Continue next page.
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Apart from the actual remaking of the
regulations, the process requires the preparation
of regulatory impact statements, a cost benefit
analysis and the approval of the Victorian
Competition and Efficiency Commission before
formal consultation with industry commences.

The introduction of the online arrangements
means that electronic copies of certificates
submitted to ESV need not be retained by the
REC or LEI.

same LEI for more than 30% of their work in
the metropolitan area or 50% of their work in
the regional area, unless they are located in
any area deemed remote by ESV.

The Minister said the review of emergency
planning and response to the storms would
further improve the ability of government,
industry and the community to deal with
such incidents which could become more
frequent thanks to climate change.
The review will be conducted by the
Emergency Services Commissioner Bruce
Esplin with his report due to be completed
by 15 August.
The Minister said: “The review will ensure
that we can learn from the recent storms
and identify ways to improve our emergency
response procedures.
“It will also identify ways we can improve
communication with the Bureau of
Meteorology, across government and
between government and electricity
distributors and retailers.
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“Additionally, it will also examine how we can
better use the media before, during and after
these events and opportunities for ongoing
community education and awareness.”

“Extreme weather events are predicted to
become more frequent as climate change
impacts occur, and the review will help
identify opportunities to build greater
community resilience for such events.”
Emergency Services Commissioner Bruce
Esplin said: “These weather events have the
power to significantly disrupt communities
so it is important to continually review and
improve our performance to ensure we can
minimise the impact on all Victorians.”
Mr Batchelor said this review would be in
addition to the work that will be carried out
by the Essential Services Commission, the
state’s independent economic regulator.
“The Essential Services Commission will be
reviewing the performance of the energy
distributors as a matter of course. The Esplin
review will look at the broader community
preparation and response to extreme
weather events.”

Between 1984 and 1996, over 250, 000 Vulcan
Quasar Gas wall furnaces were sold, the majority
being installed in Victoria.
Following a number of serious property fires,
Southcorp Appliances in 1996 initiated a
safety alert requiring various field modifications.
Although thousands were found and modified,
some missed the recall for various reasons and,
unfortunately, fires are still occurring. Since
1996, ESV is aware of an average of two house
fires per year. The premises invariably suffer
severe fire damage.
Service providers are reminded that there
are still many Quasars installed and a check
should always be made to ensure the remedial
work has been carried out. On completion
of the modifications, the installer affixed a
label near the gas control to indicate that the
work had been carried out. An easy means of
model identification is to look for the vertically
separated louvres at the warm air outlet.
If a suspect Quasar is found installed on a
combustible wall (plasterboard and timber
studs), it should be made safe.

The review will report jointly to Mr Batchelor
and Police and Emergency Services Minister
Bob Cameron.
Mr Batchelor said: “All Victorians should
be thankful for the efforts of emergency
workers, electricity distributors and retailers
and others during and after the storms.
We can always improve and the review
would be used to minimise the impact of
extreme weather events on the community
in the future.

Fires still caused by
unmodified Vulcan
Quasar wall furnace.

ESV has been informed that only a minimal
number of modification kits now exist and
consideration should be given by the owner of
the premises to replace any unmodified heater.

Vulcan Quasar heater

For further any further assistance or advice,
contact should be made with
Climate Technologies, Unit 2,
444 South Gippsland Hwy Dandenong South
Ph (03) 8795 2400

www.energysafe.vic.gov.au

energysafe advertorial – an article supplied by NECA

Going green is more than training.
The National Electrical and Communications
Association’s (NECA) EcoSmart Electricians
program is a unique industry training and
accreditation scheme for electrical contractors
and their electrical staff.
This innovative and ground-breaking program
is designed to educate electrical contractors
and their staff about energy efficient products,
services and technologies. It aims to equip
electricians with the latest knowledge and
skills to be able to advise customers (domestic,
commercial and industrial) on the most energy
efficient product and design options available,
with a view to influencing their decision-making
towards more environmentally-sustainable
solutions and reducing greenhouse gas
emissions.
EcoSmart Electricians was developed by NECA
for implementation initially for Victoria and then
nationally but recent developments has seen
it released in New Zealand. Recently released
in Tasmania, it has seen an amazing response
from contractors wanting to access the rapidly
growing sustainability market.
Forecast nationally to reach over 3000 electrical
contractors and electricians, influencing an
estimated 100 000 households and businesses
by the end of 2010, the currently listed
programs are filling very fast.
NECA’s Victorian CEO Philip Green said.
“Victoria has led the way in accessing this
market, simply because the program was

developed here. We have seen the results for
some of those contractors who have been
at the forefront and they have been very
encouraging and we are now beginning to see
the same trend developing around Australia.
Clients are looking for more options these
days and it is not simply about money. Many
want to actively reduce their carbon footprint
and the first place they look is their energy
consumption.”
EcoSmart Electricians is unique in content
depth and scope, drawing from the technical
expertise of major manufacturers and suppliers
in the industry as well as government and
community groups.
The key to the program, as it is described, is
that it is a lot more than just a training course.
“We have deliberately designed this to provide
contractors and their staff with ongoing support
and information, not just in products and
technology, but with marketing support,” he
says. “This last area has traditionally been a
weakness and a negative for many contractors
because it is not core to their skill set. But what
we provide in the program is proving to be a
major assistance in helping the contractors with
their dealings with their customers.”
Information regarding the program can be
obtained by visiting www.ecosmartelectricians.
com.au Or call 03 9645 5533

New Wiring
Rules, AS/NZS
3000:2007
– exemptions
explained.
ESV is aware of the implications that
changes to the Wiring Rules may cause to
current contractual arrangements for
electrical work which were made when
an original tender was submitted and
accepted.
With reference to projects which were
commenced prior to the full implementation
of the Wiring Rules but which will not be
completed by 1 July 2008, ESV advises the
following:
Regulation 410(1) of the Electricity Safety
(Installations) Regulations 1999 (now referred
to as the Regulations) which, in part, states the
following:
401. Wiring methods –
(1)	A person must not install, alter, repair
or maintain an electrical installation or a
portion of an electrical installation unless the
installation or the installed, altered, repaired
or maintained portion of the installation
complies with the Australian/New Zealand
Wiring Rules as modified by the following
provisions ….

Editions of the Wiring Rules change from time,
and in accordance with the Regulations are
applicable from their date of publication. The
new edition of the Wiring Rules was published
on 12 November 2007 and effectively applies
from that date.

and offer relief in terms of strict compliance
with the Wiring Rules.
Regulation 416 of the Electricity Safety
(Installations) Regulations 1999 states:
416. Exemptions
(1)	Energy Safe Victoria may, on the application
of any person, exempt any electrical work
from any of the requirements of this Part
subject to any conditions specified by ESV.

However, in the preface of these Wiring Rules,
the following wording is noted;
	This Standard may be applied through
legislative requirements, as indicated in
Clause 1.2. As this Standard supersedes
AS/NZS 3000:2000, it would usually apply
to electrical installations from its date of
publication, but it is recommended that it
not be applied on a mandatory basis before
a date at least six months after publication.
However, if work on an installation was
commenced before publication of this
edition, the relevant regulatory authority or
electricity distributor may grant permission
for the installation to be completed in
accordance with AS/NZS 3000:2000.
With respect to the statement in the Wiring
Rules as above, ESV has effectively extended
the six months to an applicable date of 1 July
2008. All Licensed Electrical Installation
Workers are required to carry out electrical
work in accordance with the current edition
of the Wiring Rules as soon as practicable
and be fully compliant by 30 June 2008.
Beyond this date the provisions of Clause
416 (Exemptions) of the Regulations may, on
application exempt any electrical work from
any of the requirements of these Regulation
subject to any conditions specified by ESV

(2)An application must be in writing and—
(a) contain details of—
		(i) the applicant’s name, telephone number,
and business and postal address; and
		 (ii) the exemption requested; and
		 (iii) the reasons for the exemption; and
(b) be accompanied by—
		 (i)any relevant technical information; and
		 (ii)the written agreement to the
proposed exemption by the
owner, occupier or controlling body
of the land on which the work is to be
carried out; and
		 (iii)the application fee set out in Schedule
2. ($70.00)
(3) Energy Safe Victoria may revoke an
exemption.

handy safety hint. tell your
customers:
It is safe practice to wear
rubber or plastic soled
shoes when using electrical
appliances in laundries,
on concrete floors or out
of doors.

Engineering
Design
Power Services:

•
•

Electrical & safety inspections
Safety & compliance audits

Gas Services:

• Maintenance & installation
• Leak Detection
• Asset construction & commissioning

Construction
Telecommunications
Maintenance
Metering
Asset Commissioning
Safety Audits
Leak Detection

Bilfinger Berger Services Power 75 Acacia Road Ferntree Gully VIC 3156 T +61 3 9294 8300 F +61 3 9294 8333
Bilfinger Berger Services Gas Level 3, 570 St Kilda Road Melbourne VIC 3004 T +61 3 9946 4900 F +61 3 9946 4950

www.bbsaa.com.au
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Power & Gas Services
Bilfinger Berger Services (BBS) is a specialist
contractor with a reputation for delivering
high quality, cost effective operations,
maintenance and augmentation services
to owners of major infrastructure assets
including power, gas, communications and
water.
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High damage
bill from fires
caused by electric
blankets.
A media release issued recently by ESV and the
fire authorities – MFB and CFA – announced
that property damage resulting from electric
blanket fires in Melbourne during 2007 and the
early part of this year averaged an alarming
$60 000 each (See other article this page.)
The release urged the community to take
extreme care when using electric blankets.
It is imperative that they are checked thoroughly
before use and disposed of if there are any
doubts about their safety.
The authorities also urged the community to
assist elderly relatives, friends and neighbours
to make sure their electric blankets are safe, and
take the appropriate action if there is any doubt
about them.
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In the release, MFB Manager Public Education,
Commander Frank Stockton, said poorly

maintained and damaged electric blankets
caused a number of major household fires in
Victoria. The consequences of these and other
fires can be devastating for households and
families.
“There were 10 fires attributed to electric
blankets between 1 January 2007 and the
end of April this year, with the cost of each
of the fires averaging $60 000. Five of the fires
occurred in the three month winter period of
June to August 2007.
“Of the ten fires, six were deemed to have been
caused by an electrical fault or short-circuit. For
the other four fires, the electric blanket was left
on unattended.
“The number of fires may not appear to be high
but the figure of $60,000 average cost for each
of them is extremely high and very alarming –
especially when the average cost of fires caused
by electrical appliances in general during the
2007 calendar year was $18, 500.
CFA Director of Community Safety, Lisa
Sturzenegger, said that the authority attended
nine fires caused by electric blankets in 2007 –
fortunately a decrease compared to the rolling

average of 15 such fires each year over the
previous seven years.
“People must not be complacent when it comes
to keeping safe and warm this winter. That
means being particularly careful with electric
blankets.
“Whether they have been stored away for the
summer months or left on the bed all the year
round, they must be checked regularly for
damage. They must be fitted firmly to the bed
and switched on no earlier than 30 minutes
before bedtime. They must then be turned off
before getting into bed,” she said.
Director of Energy Safe Victoria, Ken Gardner,
said households must not take electric blankets
for granted as they can be dangerous if not
used properly or regularly checked for safety.
“Old electric blankets are a particular problem.
Overseas research tells us such items are
responsible for thousands of fires every year –
with blankets 10 years old and more being the
worst culprits. Many blankets fail when tested,”
he said.

Electric blanket fires can be very costly.
The Metropolitan Fire Brigade (MFB) reports
there were 10 electric blankets fires in the
Metropolitan Fire District between from 1
January 2007 and 20 April 2008 – with the
estimated average cost of each fire reaching
a very high $60 000.

www.energysafe.vic.gov.au

The table below details the number of incidents
recorded for each month of the period under
investigation.

The MFB said that five of the fires occurred
in the three month winter period of June to
August 2007.
Of the ten fires, six were deemed to have been
caused by an electrical fault or short-circuit.
For the other four fires, the electric blanket
was left on unattended.
“There was one injury reported from these
incidents with the estimated damage caused
of $60,000,” said the MFB report.

“This figure of $60,000 is extremely high when
compared to average estimated damage
per incident for electrical appliances of
approximately $18,500 per incident for
the 2007 calendar year.
“Of the 10 incidents there was one that could be
considered as minor ($0 – $1000 damage), two
as medium ($1001 – $5000), and the remaining
eight as major ($5001 +). As with the average
cost per incident, this ratio of incidents with
major damage is very high,” said the report.

Table – Fire Structure Incidents caused by Electric Blankets within the MFD (1st January 2007 – 20th April 2008)
# of incidents

Jan 07

Feb 07

Mar 07

Apr 07

May 07

Jun 07

Jul 07

Aug 07

Sep 07

Oct 07

Nov 07

Dec 07

Jan 08

Feb 08

Mar 08

Apr 08

2

0

0

1

0

1

3

1

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

Launch of

Otway carbon dioxide
capture storage.
Australia’s first carbon dioxide storage
demonstration project to come into
operation has been opened near Nirranda
South, 240 km west of Melbourne, in the
Otway Basin by Federal Energy Minister,
Martin Ferguson.
The plant will demonstrate deep storage of
carbon dioxide. The aim is to see up to 100,000
tonnes of carbon dioxide captured from natural
gas, compressed, transported and injected 2
km underground in a depleted gas reservoir.
The opening was attended by energy officials
from what are regarded as major emitting
nations including the US, Japan and India.
“The Australian government recognises there
is no single solution to reducing our carbon
footprint, which is why we are supporting
research and development of a range of
options,” Mr Ferguson said.

“I hope this project will encourage community
acceptance of carbon capture and storage
and its potential role in reducing greenhouse
gas emissions.”
The Minister said the Commonwealth was
currently preparing world first legislation to
establish a framework to provide access and
property rights for carbon dioxide injection
and storage activities.
Victoria’s Energy and Resources Minister,
Peter Batchelor said that the State Government
would be looking at the results of the Otway
Project to confirm that Carbon Capture
and Storage (CCS) can play a major part in
achieving deep cuts to Victorian greenhouse
gas emissions by permanently storing carbon
dioxide underground.

ESV’s electric
blanket safety advice.
ESV and the fire authorities have issued the
following advice directly relating to electric
blankets:
–	Electric blankets should be checked at
the start of each winter for damaged wires,
leads and hot spots. If it is damaged it
should be replaced – and the old one
destroyed so there is no chance of it
being “recycled”.
–	Never purchase and use a “second hand”
electric blanket.
–	Make sure you follow the manufacturer’s
guidelines regarding the use, maintenance
and servicing of electric blankets.
–	Electric blankets should be laid flat and
secured tightly on the bed.
–	Remember to turn off the electric blanket
at the power point when you get into bed.
–	Electric blankets are not recommended
for use by babies or young children as
“bed wetting” may occur.

Brooke Hanson
to feature in new
electricity safety
commercial.
Recently retired international swimmer
and Olympic gold medallist Brooke
Hanson has agreed to feature in a new
electricity safety television commercial
to be produced shortly by ESV.

and damage both for the safety of the user
and that of others.

Brooke suffered severe electric shocks and
was badly injured almost 12 months ago
when climbing out of a spa pool she was
demonstrating at the Spa and Pool Show at
Melbourne’s Exhibition Centre. She required
hospital treatment after the incident.

After many hours of investigation, ESV
established that a fault in a temporary electrical
installation was the probable cause of the
electric shocks received by both Brooke, and
her sister, Jade, at the show on Sunday, 17
June. There was no fault in the spa pool or
the permanent electrical installation at the
Melbourne Exhibition Centre.

“I am very pleased to be involved in ESV’s next
safety commercial. The electric shocks and
injuries I received were very painful and were
something I shall always remember. I am still
feeling the repercussions of what happened.
“By being involved in the commercial I want
to help ensure that nobody else suffers the
experience I had,” Brooke told energysafe.
Director of Energy Safety Ken Gardner said ESV
was delighted that Brooke will feature in its next
commercial.

The script for the commercial is to be finalised
but will probably focus on the need to regularly
check electrical equipment – plugs, appliance
cords, extension leads etc. – for signs of ageing

Following investigations, Ken Gardner said in a
media release that although it was not possible
to totally replicate the circumstances prevailing
at the time the shocks were received, ESV is of
the opinion that one of the temporary electrical
leads in use at the spa display did not have a
proper earth connection and this could have
caused the fault.
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Retired Australian swimming star,Brooke Hanson.
Photo courtesy of Channel 9.

“As a result of the fault, some 15 volts AC of
electricity would have been injected into the
water resulting in a situation entirely consistent
with the reports we received of what happened.”
“Electric shocks suspected or otherwise must
be treated seriously and investigated as to their
cause. ESV’s investigations have been thorough,
and the need to ensure that temporary electric
supplies at exhibitions and displays are in
proper working order is a lesson that all the
people involved should learn,” Ken said in the
release.
Brooke’s autobiography When Silver is Gold
is due to be released in July.

Swimmer Brooke Hanson leaves hospita l after
receiving the electric shock n June last year.
Photo courtesy of the Herald Sun.
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“Unless one experiences a severe electric
shock, one has little idea of what the short and
long term impact can be. Brooke is a personality
who lives with the experience of a severe
electric shock and hopefully that experience will
be a warning to others to always be careful with
electricity.”

The commercial will feature in ESV’s energy
safety awareness campaigns planned for later
this year and subsequent years.

Warnings issued after an electrician
fails to test work and receives
an electric shock.
ESV has sent warning letters to a
licensed electrician and his employer
over an incident at a Clayton South
premises in which the electrician
required a hospital check-up after
receiving an electric shock.
The investigation into the incident by an ESV
Compliance Officer established that:
An IPD brand weatherproof isolating switch was
installed on the exterior unit of an air conditioner
at the plant;
The mechanism of that isolating switch had
been installed upside-down in the switch casing
either when manufactured or when installed on
the air conditioner;
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There are sufficient markings and instructions
provided with the switch to indicate that the
mechanism position should be checked at the
time of installation;
The incorrect mounting of that switch
mechanism caused the indication on the
outside of the switch to show that it was in the
“Off” position when it was actually “On”;
While disconnecting part of a split system
air conditioner during commissioning the
electrician came into contact with energised
electrical equipment;

www.energysafe.vic.gov.au

The electrician failed to test the equipment
that he was working on, which was controlled
by that switch and subsequently received
an electric shock. As a consequence he was
taken to hospital for a check-up;
The electrician failed to take adequate
precautions to prevent injury in the course of the
electrical installation work he was performing;

handbook indicating that they had read and
understood it, the electrician claims to have
not been given such a handbook.
The employer had breached of the Electricity
Safety Act 1998 as follows:
Section 37 [did permit a person to carry out
on the contractor’s behalf electrical installation
work that does not comply with this Act or
the regulations].
The electrician breached the Electricity Safety
Act 1998 as follows:
Section 43(4) [did not ensure that all electrical
circuits or electrical equipment handled in the
course of that work are disconnected from the
electricity supply or that adequate precautions
are taken to prevent electric shock or other
injury in the handling of electrical circuits or
electrical equipment in the course of that work].
The letters to both the electrician and the
employer stated: “You are advised that ESV
has taken a serious view of the matter and in
the past has initiated legal proceedings as a
result of similar occurrences that have led to
charges being heard in Magistrates’ Courts.
“You are warned that any further breaches
of the Electricity Safety Act 1998 No. 25/1998
and the regulations made pursuant to that Act,
will be reported to ESV and may cause you
to be called before a Committee of Inquiry to
show cause why any registration or licence
held by you should not be downgraded,
cancelled, suspended or a penalty imposed.”
The electrician was also directed to the Code
of Practice for Safe Electrical Work, which can
be found on the ESV website at www.esv.vic.
gov.au/downloads/CodeofPracticeSafeElectric
alWork.pdf.

The employer’s safe work method documents
at the site had no procedures indicating that live
work was not to be carried out; and
although the employer had indicated that
all workers had signed for a NECA safety

ESV considers that the safety standards set
out in this document are the minimum
standards to be used by the electrical industry.

Infringement Notice
served on electrician
who failed to
disconnect supply.

out the work while the switchboard was alive
in order not to inconvenience another person
working in the kitchen.

A licensed electrician who failed to disconnect
supply when changing a circuit breaker at an
aged care facility in Narre Warren has been
served an Infringement Notice for $440 by ESV.
It is alleged that while changing the circuit
breaker in the kitchen distribution switchboard
at the facility, he shorted out with a screw driver
two bus bars of different phases which were live
at the time.
The licensed electrician required hospital
treatment after the incident.
A letter from ESV informing the electrician of the
Infringement Notice fine stated: “You informed
the Compliance Officer that you had carried

“You also stated that you had not asked that
person whether it would be inconvenient for
the power to be off for a few minutes. Further
you were aware of and have read information
published by ESV that instructs electrical
installations workers not to work on live
electrical equipment.”
The letter continued: “You are advised that
ESV has taken a serious view of the matter
and in the past has initiated legal proceedings
as a result of similar occurrences that have led
to charges being heard in Magistrates Courts.
“You are warned that any further breaches
of the Electricity Safety Act 1998 and the
regulations made pursuant to that Act will be
reported to ESV and may cause you to be
called before a Committee of Inquiry to show
cause why any licence held by you should not
be downgraded, cancelled, suspended or a
penalty imposed.”

Electrician receives
warning after
connecting body to
power supply.
A licensed electrician who it was established
purposely connected his body to the power
supply by holding one probe of an electrical
voltage tester while the other tester probe was
inserted in the live contact of a socket outlet has
received a warning letter from ESV.
The letter from Director of Energy Safety, Ken
Gardner, read: “You are advised that ESV has
taken a serious view of the matter and in the
past has initiated legal proceedings as a result
of similar occurrences that have led to charges
being heard in Magistrates’ Courts.
“You are warned that any further breaches of the
Electricity Safety Act 1998 and the regulations
made pursuant to that Act, will be reported to
ESV and may cause you to be called before a
Committee of Inquiry to show cause why any
licence held by you should not be downgraded,
cancelled, suspended or a penalty imposed.”
An ESV Compliance Officer investigated the
incident and interviewed the electrician who is
employed by a large organisation.
The investigation established that the electrician
committed the act while testing a piece of
electrical equipment to prove a point to the
Human Resources Manager. At a later date he
did the same thing in front of his supervisor.
The letter read: “You informed the Compliance
Officer that you had carried out testing, the
results of which led you to believe that you
would not receive an electric shock from your
actions.
“Whether you did, or as you claim did not
receive an electric shock, ESV considers these
actions to be extremely unsafe work practices
that could have led to injury or death.”
The electrician was directed to the Code of
Practice for Safe Electrical Work, which can be
found on the ESV website at www.esv.vic.gov.
au/downloads/CodeofPracticeSafeElectricalW
ork.pdf.
ESV considers that the safety standards set out
in this document are the minimum standards to
be used by the electrical industry, said the letter.
The Compliance Officer reported breaches of
Section 43(4) of the Electricity Safety Act 1998
as follows:
Section 43(4) [did not ensure that all electrical
circuits or electrical equipment handled in the
course of that work are disconnected from the
electricity supply or that adequate precautions
are taken to prevent electric shock or other
injury in the handling of electrical circuits or
electrical equipment in the course of that work].

handy safety hint.
tell your customers:
Because water conducts
electricity DO NOT touch
electrical appliances or switches
with wet hands.

Labourer receives
burns when he
drills through an

11 000 volt cable.
ESV and WorkSafe are investigating an
incident in early May in which a 21-yearold labourer received serious burns
to his hands and arms after drilling
through an 11 000 volt cable on the
Church Street Bridge in South Yarra.

The scene on the Church Street Bridge, South Yarra,
where a labourer received flash burns

WorkSafe’s Executive Director, John Merritt
said while inquiries were at an early stage,
the incident should prompt a review of safety
measures in all workplaces.
“Experience shows us that the incident that kills
is not much different from the one that you can
walk away from.”

The labourer from Wallan was employed by a
contracting company involved in a VicRoads
project strengthening and re-surfacing the
bridge. He was drilling through a footpath at the
side of the bridge to prepare for a concrete pour
when the incident happened.

Mark Binks, the Victorian Manager for Dial
Before You Dig, said that the incident was
a timely reminder about the dangers of
digging and the existence of vast networks of
underground infrastructure.

The man’s clothing caught fire. After being given
first aid by co-workers, he was taken to The
Alfred hospital by paramedics and underwent
surgery later. He is reported to be making a
good recovery although he will need skin grafts
on one hand.

“Cables and pipes can be anywhere. They can
be at any depth, on public or private property.
They can be located both inside and outside
of easements. This means that unsuspecting
diggers can very quickly find themselves cutting
essential services to entire towns and cities, and
even threatening lives.

The incident occurred at about 8.21 am and
was initially thought to be a gas explosion.
There was early morning traffic chaos with
vehicles prevented from crossing the bridge for
two hours, while some 170 CitiPower customers
lost power for an hour.
The drill after being disabled.

“Dial Before You Dig can put digging operators
in touch with network owners, free of charge to
help avoid the potential for damage and injuries”
said Mr Binks.
Following the incident, the drill was disabled
and ESV gave instructions that it was not to be
used again.

range of Earth Rods
& accessories fully comply with
the NEW AS/NZ 3000:2007
5.3.6.2 Standards.
Clamps & Accessories

EC130
Earth Clamp for 13mm

CL602
Earth Clamp for 16mm

●

EC19
Earth Clamp for 19mm

●

omegapower.com.au
VIC
(03) 9793 6111

NSW
(02) 9734 9944

CP502
Copper Alloy Coupling

●

DS81
Driving Stud

●

sales@omegapower.com.au
QLD
(07) 3216 2799

SA
(08) 8340 9200

WA
(08) 9475 0777

DH2
Driving Head

●
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AS/NZ WIRING RULES 3000:2007
STIPULATE EARTH RODS NEED
TO BE 250 MICRONS COATED.

●
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New Wiring Rules
– questions asked at the
ESV information sessions.
ESV’s information sessions on the new
Wiring Rules – AS/NZS 3000: 2007 – have
been underway across Victoria since
early March and will conclude by the
end of June. By the end of the program,
SOME 4000 PEOPLE will have attended
the sessions.
Sessions have been provided to:
–	1 TAFE teachers sessions,
lasting 4 hours;
–	3 Electrical engineer sessions,
lasting 2.5 hours;
–	3 Licensed Electrical Inspectors sessions,
lasting 4.5 hours; and
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–	30 Registered Electrical Contractor/Licensed
Electrical Worker sessions, lasting 2.5 hours.
A total of 23 sessions have been held in the
metropolitan area and 14 sessions in regional
locations.

Appliances and accessories, including motors,
shall be provided with devices for isolation and
switching, in accordance with relevant clauses
of Sections 4 and 7.
These clauses include the following:
Socket-outlets
Clause 4.4
Cooking appliances
Clause 4.7
Waterheaters		
Clause 4.8
Room heaters
Clause 4.9
Heating cables for floors
Clause 4.10
and ceilings
Electricity converters
Clause 4.12
Motors			
Clause 4.13
Capacitors 		
Clause 4.15
Safety services
Clause 7.2
Electricity generation systems
Clause 7.3

2.
Am I required to bond the concrete slab
if I do not use conductive water piping
systems?

www.energysafe.vic.gov.au

The sessions were focussed on the
requirements of the particular audience,
with a set of notes provided for further reading.

The requirement to bond the concrete slab in
accordance with Clause 5.6.2.5 for showers
and bathrooms is a requirement and is not
only to occur where the concrete slab has
conductive piping.

Overall, the sessions have been well received.
Numerous questions have been asked and the
answers for some of the more frequently asked
questions are fully covered below.

At the meeting of EL 001 in April 08 it was
discussed that the wording in the first paragraph
of this clause is to be altered to remove this
confusion.

The questions
and answers.
1.

Discussions have been occurring between
ESV and the HIA to ensure that any confusion
is removed and the bonding of the conductive
reinforcing occurs. ESV would advise the
electrical workers to discuss this with their
builders and methods of connection can be
arranged and co-coordinated at the appropriate
time during construction.

 hen installing a split air conditioning
W
system, am I required to install an isolator?
Devices for isolation are outlined in Clause
2.3.2.2.1 and they shall:
	(a)	be capable of withstanding an impulse
voltage likely to occur at the
point of installation, or shall have an
appropriate contact gap; and
(b)	not be able to falsely indicate that the
contacts are open; and
(c)	clearly and reliably indicate the isolating
position of the device; and
NOTE: The symbols ‘O’ (OFF) and ‘I’ (ON) are deemed to satisfy
this requirement.

(d)	be designed and installed so as to
prevent unintentional closure, such
as might be caused by impact, vibration
or the like; and
(e)	be a device that disconnects all active
conductors of the relevant supply.
Single-pole devices situated adjacent
to one another may be used; and
(f) be readily available.
Further information is also provided in Clause
2.3.4.5 that detail the isolation requirements for
appliances and accessories as:

3.

I n Part 1 are there any further definitions
to the requirements of the competent
person?

The term competent person is defined in the
definitions at Clause 1.4.30 and this is the
term unless otherwise defined by any state
legislation. Currently ESV is in the process of
preparing the Electricity Safety (Installations)
Regulations for consideration and public
comment and it is proposed to add some
further conditions to this term that will outline
competencies and experience required.

4.

When involved in a domestic installation
with a lift the requirement for a main
switch per separately metered supply
appears to conflict with the requirements
for a safety service. Is this correct?
Clause 2.3.3 outlines the requirements for
the main switch and the principle outlined
at the start of this clause in (b) requires the
maintenance of the safety circuit, of which the
lift installation may be a part of this.
In Clause 2.3.3.1 the second paragraph also
states that the conditions for the supply of
the safety circuit shall be in accordance with
Clause 7.2.

5.
Are emergency exit lights required to

be under the control of an RCD? Is this
deemed to be classed as a safety service?
The requirements for the installation of an RCD
may be found for this type of installation within
Clause 2.6.3.2, exception 4 which states:
To special situations referred to in Sections
6 and 7 of this Standard that require RCD
protection which shall be provided in
accordance with the requirements of the
relevant Clause.
Therefore if the equipment is defined as in
Clause 7.2.1.3, which states:
For the purposes of this Clause 7.2, evacuation
equipment shall be deemed to include the
following
(a)	Sound systems and intercom systems for
emergency purposes.
(b) Central emergency evacuation lighting
systems complying with the AS 2293
series.
NOTE: Attention is drawn to the requirements for —
1) sound systems and intercom systems for emergency 		
purposes in the AS 1670 series; and
2) emergency evacuation lighting in the AS/NZS 2293 series.

Although compliance with the Standards
listed in Items (a) and (b) is not a requirement
of this Standard, regulatory authorities may
require compliance and may have additional
requirements.
Therefore if the emergency exit lights are as
per this definition then the RCD would not be
required as this would be deemed a safety
circuit and other forms of mechanical protection
would need to be provided.

6.

In lift off doors for switchboards, is the 600
mm distance still required to be from the
arc of the door or with the door removed?
The requirements of Clause 2.9.2.2 of 600mm
around the opening door would still be required
for lift off doors as shown in the figures 2.15 to
2.19 inclusive.

7.

Why does AS/NZS 3000 still persist
with blue and dark blue and is there any
opportunity to have this clarified?
The requirements of Table 3.4 and Clause 3.8.1
are applicable to installation wiring with the
removal of the recommended and alternative
colours from Table 3.5 of the previous edition.

8.

What is the mechanical strength required
for the catenary cable that is installed?
Clause 3.13 is provided for guidance to the
installation of catenary cables which had been
in the previous edition. This edition has added
the clearances to assist with the installation of
the catenary cables however the information on
the mechanical strength has previously been
available through the manufacturer. ESV raised
this with the committee at the EL 001 meeting
in April 2008 and it was decided that an FAQ
would be prepared and available in the second
half of 2008 to assist with this information.

9.

11.

EL 001 advice is that Table D5 and D6 could be
used if the kN rating, the height and free length
to lowest conductor support is known. With this
information the S rating can be determined and
then used as required.

This matter was raised with Standards Australia
and they have agreed to look into this proposal
for the next set of amendments.

When aerial poles are installed there is no
S rating for CCA poles. Where can I find
guidance on these matters?

An FAQ is currently being prepared and will also
be released to further detail this method for use
of CCA poles.

10.

 hen using commercial dimming systems
W
are we limited to 3 circuits through an
RCD?
An amendment to AS/NZS 3000:2007 is
currently being prepared and it is intended
for the following to occur. The arrangement of
RCD’s is to specify the application of conditions
(a), (b) and (c) and this was recently discussed
as to the intent and the outcome of these
arrangements.
The amendment is seeking to require condition
(a) to only be applicable to Clause 2.6.3.1
applications.

Handy safety hint.
Tell your customers:
Transport LP Gas cylinders
securely fastened and in an
upright position.

When amendments are produced can they
be produced as a full page amendment to
replace an existing page rather than just
a section of the page?

12.

 hen installing ELV downlights in timber
W
cabinets do the default settings apply as
the distances cannot be achieved due to
smaller clearances?

The clearances that have been described
as the default settings are to be used in the
conditions set out in Clause 4.5.2.3. It needs
to be remembered that there are three other
alternatives to be considered before the
adoption of the default settings and they are:
(a)	The use of a luminaire specifically
designed and certified by the
manufacturer to permit—
(i) contact with combustible materials; or
(ii) enclosure or covering by thermal 		
insulation material, as appropriate
to the location of the luminaire.
(b) 	Installation of the luminaire within a
suitable fire-resistant enclosure.
(c) 	Provision of required clearances from
combustible and thermal insulating
material as specified by the manufacturer
of the luminaire.

(d) 	Provision of the default clearances from
combustible and thermal insulating
material as specified in Figure 4.7.
If there is a requirement to install ELV downlights
in a situation as described above then ensure
that you source a supplier that can meet the
requirements otherwise the default settings
exist.

13.

In an onsite substation with 7% voltage
drop is this applicable to the project
development with a substation on site
within a commercial precinct?
This requirement could exist for this condition
if the substation is dedicated to the site and is
not used to supply any other site or distribution
company requirement. This would need to be
clarified clearly with the distribution company
prior to adoption of this lower voltage drop.

14.

The acronym ‘SERF’ is new to me
- what does it stand for?
Semi Enclosed Rewirable Fuse and the term
SERF was one that was adopted by the
electrical industry. In AS/NZS 3000:2007 in
clauses 1.7.2, 2.4.3 and 2.5.2 the term SERF is
not used but rather Semi Enclosed Rewirable
Fuse.

why you can’t afford anything less
Comply to AS/NZS
3000:2007 clause
4.5.2.3 all paragraphs
incl. 60598.1 and .2.2
(safe temperatures)

Quit carrying proven
risks at your expense

easy fit from
above

Full instructions for
installation next to
timber and insulation

Sealed, fire resistant
downlight enclosures
with loads of
on-going benefits

Save your client’s vital
insulation values.
Default clearances
guarantee pure waste,
not safety

Insurance cover &
smoke alarms don’t
do what these do
anchored to the ceiling by downlight clips

easy fit from
below

Comprehensive and proven downlight installation solutions
Available from your local electrical wholesaler

Freecall 1800 852 741 for free info or specialist advice

www.isolite.com.au
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DOWNLIGHT ENCLOSURES

Take no chances
with tomorrow’s
“external influences”
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Alarming increase

in fires caused by powerboards, says MFB.
The Metropolitan Fire Brigade (MFB) has produced figures showing an
alarming increase in fires attributed to powerboards in 2007. There were
21 such fires with another five blazes caused by extension cords.

“Another explanation could be that the overall number of incidents relating
to powerboard and extension cords could be much higher, with residents
not necessarily reporting incidents such as melted or malfunctioning
powerboards due to lack of an actual fire,” said the report.

The MFB report said such incidents usually involve an overload of
powerboards due to a number of appliances being used simultaneously
through just one power outlet.

“Incidents caused by extension cords have a significantly higher average
cost than powerboard incidents. This may possibly be due to the lack
of any type of protection device on an extension cord, as opposed to a
powerboard that may have some form of surge protection device inbuilt.

Some extreme cases involved multiple piggy-backing of powerboards and
extension cords off just one power outlet. In the case of extension cords
and plugs, the most common cause was old and frayed cords shortcircuiting and setting fire to nearby combustibles.

“There does seem to be an increasing trend in the frequency of fires
caused by powerboards and extension cords over the period under
investigation, with 26 incidents occurring in 2007 compared to the 10 year
average of 18.2 incidents per year.

Other common causes of extension cord incidents involved the extension
cord having been coiled-up or placed under combustibles in which the
heat generated by the cord had ignited nearby material.

“If this trend is accurate, the cause may be twofold. Firstly, with a sharp
increase in the number of household appliances, the lack of a suitable
number of power points in some residences can result in residents more
readily using devices such as powerboards than was the case in the past.

Of the 182 incidents detailed in the report, 81 (44.5%) of these incidents
resulted in either medium ($1001 – $5000), or major ($5000 +) fire damage
to the structure, as estimated by fire officers on scene.

“Secondly, the design and manufacture of some of these powerboard
devices may in fact be of sub-standard quality, therefore resulting in a
greater likelihood of overload and subsequent fire from the device.”

For the other 102 (55.5%) incidents only minor damage occurred.
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“This figure suggests that fires caused by powerboards and extension
cords generally result in quite serious damage to property and life.

Table 1 below contains data relating to the number of fire structure incidents cause by powerboards
and extension cords for each year of the 1998 – 2007 period.
Cause

1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

Total

Powerboards

14

19

8

13

10

12

16

11

9

21

133

Extension Cords

6

6

12

6

2

3

5

1

3

5

49

Total

20

25

20

19

12

15

21

12

12

26

182

Table 2 below contains details of estimated cost of the incidents, with an average cost per incident.
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Cause

Minor

Medium

Major

Aver Cost ($)

($0 – $1000)

%

($1000 – $5000)

%

($5001+)

%

per incident

Powerboards

78

58.5%

14

10.5%

41

30.5%

$16,306

Extension Cords

23

46.9%

7

14.3%

19

38.8%

$27,207

The world’s largest
solar power station
planned for Victoria.

Victoria’s
wind farm
developments.

A 154 MW photovoltaic (PV) solar power
station – the largest such development in the
world – will be built in northern Victoria with
construction scheduled to start next year once
the site for the project has been finalised.

A new wind farm development at Woolsthorpe
in Victoria’s western district was granted a
planning permit by Planning Minister Justin
Madden in April – bringing the total number
of approved wind generation projects for
the State to 14.

TRUenergy will invest $290 million in
renewable energy company Solar Systems
to build what is described as the leadingedge power station. The Commonwealth will
contribute $79.5 million towards it and the
Victorian State Government $50 million.
A demonstration photovoltaic solar power
station is being built at Bridgewater near
Bendigo. The main project will provide 950
jobs during construction and 44 ongoing
roles once it becomes operational.
Announcing the State Government’s
contribution, Premier John Brumby said:
“The project is a win-win-win. It’s a win for
the environment – set to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions by 396 000 tonnes a year. It’s
a win for innovation with the most efficient PV
modules in the world to be built in Victoria.

And a win for the economy, delivering new
investment and jobs.”
Energy and Resources Minister, Peter
Batchelor, said: “In the areas of solar, wind,
wave and geothermal energy – as well as
clean coal technology – Victoria has huge
potential for investment and advancement,
with room for new players to bring
development proposals to the table.”
He said the State Government’s Victorian
Renewable Energy Target (VRET) scheme
played a crucial role in attracting the new solar
power station. The VRET facilitates a market
in renewable energy by ensuring retailers buy
10 per cent of their power from renewable
sources by 2016.
The Minister said the PV modules for the solar
project were manufactured in Abbotsford with
the plant capable of producing more than 50
megawatts of modules each year – the highest
capacity in the southern hemisphere.

These are in addition to the five wind farm
projects already operating.
The Woolsthorpe project will have up to 20
wind turbines on its 750 hectare site. When
operational it will generate 40 MW.
Meanwhile construction is underway on what
will be Australia’s biggest wind farm situated
on four sites in Victoria’s south-west.
When operational, Pacific Hydro’s Portland
Wind Energy Project will generate 195 MW
in total.
Stage two of the project with 29 towers at
Cape Bridgewater is nearing completion.
Stage three with 22 towers at Cape Nelson
South received planning consent in January
this year, and work has begun on the project.
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Battery chargers
for MP4 players
withdrawn
from sale.

The melted fan after it caught fire

Nationwide
14

recall of popular
pedestal fan.

The adaptor and name plate

ESV has investigated
how a large quantity
of battery chargers
(AC Adaptors) for MP4
players which did not
have insulated pins
on the plugs or any
evidence of approval
on the nameplate
were supplied to
a large nationwide
supermarket chain.

The importers of the product told ESV it had
imported 2950 units – they retained 550 of them
and supplied 2400 units to the chain.
Examination of the AC Adaptor by ESV
revealed that it did not have a round plug face
or insulated pins. And, obviously there was no
approval marking on the nameplate.

A recall is underway across Australia of a popular pedestal fan sold through
a number of chain stores between January 2005 and March this year.

The importers were instructed to provide ESV
with a written statement advising:

The recall followed investigations by ESV after one of the fans purchased from a chain store
at Geelong caught fire while energised and unattended and melted to the tiled floor.

> total number of units sold and which were still
in stock;

It was determined that the fans have an internal mechanical defect which under some
circumstances could result in the cable between the control panel and motor housing being
damaged and posing a risk of fire.

> why these AC Adaptors were being sold
without Australian approval;

www.energysafe.vic.gov.au

People who have purchased the fan have been advised to cease using it and return it to
the point of sale for a full refund.
The company supplying the fans to retailers was advised by ESV that the burned fan was
marked with a Queensland Approval Marking Q04708 but the particular model number,
HPF50, was not shown on the Approval Certificate.
ESV has required, the company to provide a written statement advising among other things:
> full contact details of the Fan supplier and proof of purchase if available;
> total number of Heller HPF50 Pedestal Fans which have been sold and total number
still in stock;
> why Model HPF50 was being sold when not shown on the Approval Certificate;
> how many similar fan models sold by the company are made of the same plastic material;
> reason(s) why the fan may have burnt;
> how many similar reports of failure the company has received;
The company told ESV the number of HPF50 fans sold or in stock throughout Australia
exceeded 30 000. The vast majority – nearly 18 000 – were supplied to Victoria, mainly
because one retail chain used its Victorian distribution centre to send the fans to its stores
in other states.
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> actions taken to ensure that all unsafe
equipment and prescribed electrical
equipment without approval marking has been
withdrawn from supply in Australia; and
> that the company understands the relevant
requirements of the Electricity Safety Act
relating to non compliant and unapproved
electrical equipment.
In its defence, the importers said it was their
first attempt at importing electrical products
and their supplier had assured them that
the particular product complied with all the
necessary Australian requirements.
A letter to ESV from the importers said when
they realised the product was not compliant,
they notified the supermarket chain and asked
that any products on the shop shelves be
withdrawn and returned.
“It is our understanding that very few units were
sold approximately 120 units or less,” said the
letter.
The company said it was fully aware of the
requirements of the Act and had engaged an
expert to oversee the technical evaluation and
approval of electrical products they import in the
future.
ESV’s letter to the importers was also forwarded
to representatives of the supermarket chain
expressing concern that the AC Adaptor
with obvious points of non-compliance and
without evidence of electrical safety approval
got through the company’s purchasing and
marketing departments.
ESV recommended that the supermarket chain
review its purchasing and quality assurance
procedures to ensure this type of incident does
not happen again.

More recalls

of unsafe and
non-compliant
electrical equipment.

Unapproved
power supplies
and cord set
components
removed
from sale.

ELECTRICAL SAFETY RECALL

ESV has served a $2 202 infringement notice
on a Melbourne based technology company
which continued to supply unapproved
prescribed electrical equipment after
previously being warned not to do so.

Product Identification
Safety Switch branded PDL POWERGUARD Rewireable Cord-set:
PDL Cat: 955RW; 953/15; 954; 955; 955/10; NT955BULK; 956.
The Safety Switches (Residual Current Devices) may not provide any protection against
electric shock or fire as intended, in the event of an electrical fault in connected electrical
equipment.
Products with batch code 0507 (week 05 of 2007) sold nationally between March 2007
and January 2008 may be affected.
The batch code is located on the top right hand side of the unit – per the red arrow in the
picture above..

The Hazard
FAILURE OF THE RCD TO OPERATE AS INTENDED MAY RESULT IN
SERIOUS HARM / ELECTROCUTION AND / OR FIRE.

Action Required
If you identify the 0507 batch code you should stop using the products and immediately
seek advice from the number below.
The products from the 0507 batch code will be replaced free of charge.

Once again, ESV has been instrumental
in the recall by manufacturers and
importers of electrical equipment and
appliances which are non-compliant and
considered to be unsafe.

Safety Switch branded PDL POWERGUARD
Rewirable Cord-set. It was determined
that the safety switches may not provide any
protection against electric shock in the event
of an electrical fault in connected electrical
equipment.

Instructions will be provided on how each product will be replaced upon contacting us.
NO OTHER PDL ITEMS ARE AFFECTED

ELECTRICAL SAFETY RECALL
Maison Sandwich Maker
Mezzo Sandwich Maker
Model: FS-8009

The Maison & Mezzo branded model
FS-8009 sandwich maker that was on
sale at ALDI stores from August 2007 is
being voluntarily recalled by Tempo
(Aust) Pty Ltd.
Identification:
Batch number on label on the base of
sandwich maker shows 08/07 and
12/07.
Model number: FS-8009
Brand names: Maison & Mezzo

The Hazard
It has been found that the fixing screws securing the cooking plates to
the plastic enclosure may dislodge during usage, exposing live parts
and live wiring, posing the risk of electric shock.

ACTION REQUIRED:
Consumers are advised to immediately cease using the product and to
return it to the place of purchase for a full refund. We apologise for any
inconvenience caused. For further information please call Tempo (Aust)
Pty Ltd on 1300 88 66 49.

See www.recalls.gov.au for
Australian Product Recall Information

The company told ESV the equipment
had been imported from Asia. The general
manager told ESV that all retailers of the
products had been notified and unapproved
power supplies withdrawn from sale.
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ESV understands that the company sold 817
“Ritmo” CP-095 Power Supplies, and still had
2683 in stock at the beginning April. For the
“Ritmo” CP-125 product, it had sold 398 of
them and had 302 in stock.
ESV noted that it had sent the company a
letter on 7 January 2008 warning of sales of an
unapproved “Ritmo” FJ-41 AC-DC Adaptor.
The letter said that ESV is very concerned
that in spite of the previous warning letter, the
company has continued to supply unapproved
prescribed electrical equipment.
After advising of the Infringement Notice
penalty, the letter said: You are further
advised that ESV will also continue to monitor
equipment supplied by your company and
may issue another Infringement Notice or
other penalty for each breach of the Electricity
Safety Act.”
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Maison Sandwich Maker and Mezzo
Sandwich maker Model FS-8009: on sale
at stores from August 2007. It was found that
the fixing screws securing the cooking plates to
the plastic enclosure may dislodge during use,
exposing live parts and live wiring.

Contact Schneider Electric Australia by:
Phone: 1300 769 796 between 8am and 8pm Monday to Friday, or
e-mail: : rcdsafety@au.schneider-electric.com

The equipment for which the Infringement
Notice applies were “RITMO” CP-095 &CP-125
Power Supplies and Cord Set Components.
The letter to the company advising the penalty
was dated 2 April this year.

Victoria’s biggest “wind event” in its history leaves more than

16

400 000 properties
without power.
Clearing up the mess. The scene at Coburg after the wild
storm of 2 April. The same scene as our front cover but
from a different angle.

The Minister for Energy and Resources, Peter Batchelor, said
the wild storm which struck Victoria on Wednesday, 2 April,
was the biggest “wind event” in its history, and climate change
means that such events may not be so uncommon in the future.

www.energysafe.vic.gov.au

A total of 420 000 properties lost electricity supplies following the storms
and some were not reconnected for several days.
Following the storms, the Minister appointed Emergency Services
Commissioner Bruce Esplin to conduct a wide-ranging review into the
response to the wind storms by electricity distributors and retailers,
emergency services and government departments and agencies and how
emergency preparedness and response could be improved in the future.
He said the review of emergency planning and response to the storms
would further improve the ability of government, industry and the
community to deal with any future such incidents. (See story on the
review on page three and its terms of reference on the next page.)
The Essential Services Commission said it would be seeking information
from the distribution companies, including how well did their contingency
and communication plans work on the day in question.
The Commission said it would also look at a range of issues about the
time taken to restore supply.
It said all distributors are required to develop, test and implement
contingency plans to deal with events that have a low probability but high
impact on customers. As the result of the storm event, distributors will
need to review and refine, where necessary, their contingency plans.
Allen Pearson, a lineworker employed by Alinta, was electrocuted when
restoring supplies in Mornington on Thursday, 3 April. The death is being
investigated by ESV, the Victorian WorkCover Authority, the Police and
Alinta. (There is a report on the next page).
Speaking in State Parliament, Mr Batchelor thanked all the linesmen and
other electricity workers and emergency service workers who, he said,
worked tirelessly to restore power to homes right across Victoria following
the violent windstorm.
“Local crews, as well as those brought in from interstate and regional
Victoria, worked around the clock and shared resources to help get the
power back on as quickly and as safely as possible,” he said.
“These people worked long and hard in very dangerous conditions.
Nothing highlights this as much as the death of Allen Pearson.”
The Minister noted that after violent storms in New South Wales in June
last year some customers were without power for weeks, so it was a great
effort by linesmen and other workers to get almost everyone reconnected
within the week.

A good idea of what it was like –
boats on Mornington harbour.
The challenge for the distribution companies attending to the repairs
was typified when Alinta spokesman Scott Parker told the media the
reconnection work was a “massive undertaking” with highly specialised
crews working in dangerous conditions.
“This remains our worst ever weather-related emergency. The volume
of work is unprecedented,” he said.
Premier John Brumby told ABC Radio that the winds were highly unusual.
“We saw more calls into the SES at peak time than they’ve ever
experienced previously, so they were getting calls at one every four
seconds.’’
Mr Brumby said one of the reasons homes were still without power
after a number of days was the sheer numbers of lines torn down
in the wind storm.
“One of the problems is there has been literally thousands of connections
between the streets and the houses where the powerlines have been
broken and it’s true they just don’t have the crews to do all of the jobs
instantaneously.’’
SES volunteers were drafted in from New South Wales to assist
with the clean-up.
Victoria’s emergency services attended 5380 requests for assistance
following the wild winds which lashed the state at reported speeds
of up to 130 km/h.
According to media reports shortly after the storms, the Insurance
Council of Australia said it expected insurable costs for Victoria, Tasmania
and South Australia to reach $80 million. At that stage, the council’s
member groups, which include 58 insurance companies, agencies
and intermediaries, had reported more than 12,000 claims.
Most claims related to minor structural damage to houses and cars.
It was also reported that more than 400 families affected by power
cuts had received State Government emergency grants of up to $1067.
A separate grant of up to $26,000 was also made available for those
requiring temporary housing.

Government
review of storms –
terms of reference.

Wild storms – ESV
advice for properties
without power.

1. Review the management of the storm event
of 2 April 2008 and preparations for such
events, including:
> Response by the emergency services;

ESV issued an urgent safety message
through the media on Saturday 5 April for
households who remained without power.
Here is the advice:

> Response by government departments
and local government;

> Do NOT try to connect generators or
do other electrical work. Always engage
an electrician licensed by Energy Safe
Victoria.

> Response by the electricity distributors
and retailers;
> Communication between the Bureau of
Meteorology, the emergency services and
other relevant Government departments/
agencies;
> Communication across government
including local government, and with
the electricity distributors and retailers, and
VENCorp;
> Community warnings and alerts, including
use of the media during the event; and
>Ongoing community education and
awareness.
2. Identify lessons learnt to further improve
emergency planning and response, whole
of government and system capability to
manage such events.

4. The Review will report jointly to the Minister
for Energy and Resources and the Minister
for Police and Emergency Services.
5. The Review will report by 15 August 2008.

handy safety hint.
tell your customers:
Frayed or damaged cords are
dangerous and should be replaced
immediately. Many old plugs do not.

> Be VERY careful with candles or other
open flames.
> Make SURE heating and cooling
appliances are turned off (if they come
back on and there is no one at the
property fires could eventuate.)
> When OUTDOORS keep clear of fallen
powerlines and make sure others do
the same.
ESV followed up with another media
release on Monday, 7 April with the
following advice for properties still
without power. The release read:
> Households still without power after
electricity supplies have been restored
to their neighbourhood should seek the
help of their network provider.
> Householders must not connect
generators or perform other electrical work
around the home. Such practice is both
illegal and dangerous.
> If there are continuing power supply
problems within properties, an electrician
licensed by Energy Safe Victoria must be
engaged to perform the work.
> Where properties have been severely
damaged by last week’s storms, it is
imperative that checks of wiring and other
electrical installations are made before
appliances are connected and turned on.
Such checks must be carried out by a
licensed electrician or licensed electrical
inspector.

New power
demand record for Victoria.
Barely a fortnight before the extreme
wind storms of 2 April, Victoria was in
the grip of an unseasonal mid–March
heat wave which culminated in a new
record electricity demand for the state.
On Monday, 17 March, Melbourne’s
temperature reached a high of 38.4 deg C
– the hottest March 17 in the city since records
began 150 years ago.
This was preceded by the city’s hottest March
night on record with temperatures hovering
between 28 and 29 degrees celsius. The lowest
the mercury dropped to was 26.9 deg. recorded
at 7.21 am on that Monday.

That was not all – the city’s autumn heatwave
saw the hottest 14 March and hottest 16 March
on record when the mercury hit 39.2 on the
Friday and 39.1 on the Sunday.
With air conditioners going flat out it was no
surprise that Victoria’s electricity demand at
5 pm on Monday 17 March hit a new record
of 9818 MW – this was more than 300 MW
above the previous record of 9514 MW set
at 4.30 pm on Friday, 14 March.
The heat wave ended on Tuesday, 18 March
– much to the relief of many. What a contrast
to the events of a few days later!

Lineworker Allen Pearson featured on the front
cover of the 2006 Alinta Annual Report

There were tributes aplenty for 38-yearold Allen Pearson, the Alinta lineworker
electrocuted while restoring power supplies
in Mornington the day after the wild storms
struck Victoria.
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Allen, from Somerville, was carrying out
repairs at the corner of Beluera Hill Road
and Shandon Street in Mornington when
the incident occurred.
Two ESV investigators attended the scene
shortly after the incident. ESV is providing the
technical component for the investigations
which also involve the Victorian WorkCover
Authority, the Police and Alinta.
It was reported that repairs were required
after an uprooted tree in Shandon Street
crashed through the powerlines and onto
a house, sparking a fire.
While the Investigations are not complete,
it is believed that Allen and another
lineworker were in process of isolating a
section of network to repair equipment
damaged in the storm. Alinta East chief
executive Peter Magarry told the media: “I
am devastated and shocked at the death
of a valued team member. He was doing
his job helping restore power resulting from
yesterday’s wind storm damage.
“We are now doing everything we can
to support the worker’s family and his
colleagues at this very difficult time.”
Speaking in Parliament, the Minister for
Energy and Resources, Peter Batchelor,
offered his condolences to the family
and friends of Mr Pearson as well as his
workmates, who, he said, soldiered on and
continued to repair cables despite the shock
of losing a valuable member of their team.
Friends described Allen as a “ripper bloke”
who loved “a punt and a drink”. Nicknamed
“Bushie” he was pictured on the front cover
of Alinta’s 2006 annual report.
Death notices said he was loved by all who
knew him.
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3. G
 iven that such extreme weather events
are predicted to become more frequent
as climate change impacts occur, the
Review will also identify opportunities
to build greater community resilience
for such events.

Tributes flow
for lineworker
killed restoring
supplies.

Electricity
contents.

related prosecutions.
ESV has recently taken legal proceedings under the Electricity Safety Act 1998
against the following. Under the Privacy Act, energysafe is precluded from publishing
the names of individuals charged with offences.

> An LEI was charged with failing to record

defects on an inspection certificate. The
defendant was convicted, fined $1200 and
ordered to pay costs of $2500.

> An REC was charged with four counts of
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carrying out work which does not comply
with the Act and regulations. The defendant
gave an undertaking to be of good
behaviour for 12 months. The defendant
was also ordered to pay $1000 to the Royal
Children’s Hospital within 6 months, and a
further $1500 in costs.

> In a further prosecution, the same REC was

charged with four counts of carrying out
work which does not comply with the Act
and regulations. The defendant also gave an
undertaking to be of good behaviour for 12
months. The defendant was also ordered to
pay $1000 to the Royal Children’s Hospital
within 6 months.

> An unregistered company, AS Electrical
www.energysafe.vic.gov.au

Services Pty Ltd was charged with one
count of holding out to be an REC when
not registered and one count of carrying
out contracting work when not registered.
The defendant gave an undertaking to be
of good behaviour for 12 months and was
ordered to pay $1000 to the court fund.

> An REC/LEIW was charged with two counts
of failing to give a certificate of electrical
safety to the person for whom the work
was carried out, 28 counts of failing to give
a certificate to ESV, 15 counts of failing to
complete a compliance certificate within
four business days, and eight counts of
giving misleading information to ESV. The
defendant gave an undertaking to be of
good behaviour for 12 months and was
ordered to pay $1000 to the court fund.

> An REC/LEIW was charged with one count

of failing to give a certificate of electrical
safety to the person for whom the work
was carried out, one count of failing to
give a certificate to ESV, one count of
failing to complete a compliance certificate
within four business days and five counts
of giving misleading information to ESV.
The defendant gave an undertaking to
be of good behaviour for 12 months. The
defendant was ordered to pay $1000 to the
court fund and costs of $2700.

> An REC, Rutherford Developments Pty Ltd,

was charged with engaging a person to
carry out electrical work who was not an
LEIW, installing unsafe electrical equipment,
failing to have prescribed work inspected
and failing to give a certificate of electrical
safety to the person for whom the work was
carried out. The defendant gave an
undertaking to be of good behaviour for 12
months and was ordered to pay $1000
to the court fund.

> An LEIW was charged with failing to have

prescribed work inspected and one count of
failing to complete a compliance certificate
within four business days. The defendant
gave an undertaking to be of good
behaviour for 12 months with $1000 to be
paid to the court fund. The defendant was
also ordered to pay costs of $2211.22

> An LEIW was charged with carrying out

contracting work when not registered,
installing unsafe electrical equipment, two
counts of carrying out work that does not
comply with the Act and Regulations, failing
to have prescribed work inspected, and one
count of failing to complete a compliance
certificate within four business days.
The defendant was fined $2000 without
conviction and ordered to pay costs of
$1500.

> An unlicensed person appeared in court

for the breach of an undertaking and was
re-sentenced for carrying out unlicensed
electrical work. The defendant was fined
$5000 for the original offence, a further
$1000 – the maximum fine for a breach of
an undertaking – and ordered to pay costs
of $1915.

> An LEIW was charged with four counts of

installing unsafe equipment and five counts
of carrying out non-compliant work. The
defendant gave an undertaking to be of
good behaviour for 12 months, and was
ordered to pay $1500 to the court fund and
a further $1100 costs.

> An LEIW was charged with two counts of

carrying out electrical contracting work while
unregistered, one count of failing to have
prescribed work inspected and two counts
of carrying out non-compliant work. The
defendant was convicted, fined $1200 and
ordered to pay costs of $3000.

> An LEI was charged with two counts of

installing unsafe equipment, four counts of
carrying out non-compliant work, one count
of failing to have prescribed work inspected
and two counts of permitting a person to
carry out work which did not comply with
the Act and Regulations. For these offences,
the defendant was convicted, fined a total of
$10 000 and ordered to pay costs of $3497.
The defendant was charged with a range
of additional offences – one count of failing
to complete a compliance certificate within
four business days, failure to complete a
certificate of electrical safety (COES), failure
to provide a COES to the person who
requested the work and a failure to provide a
COES to ESV. For these additional offences
the defendant was convicted and fined a
total of $2000.

> A landscape gardener was charged with

engaging a person to carry out electrical
work who was not an REC. The defendant
gave an undertaking to be of good
behaviour for three months and was ordered
to pay costs of $1050.

n REC was charged with one count of
> An REC, JSA Electrics Pty Ltd, was charged > Ainstalling
unsafe equipment, one count of
with two counts of employing unlicensed
persons to carry out electrical work.
The defendant was fined $2000 without
conviction and ordered to pay costs of
$500.

> An LEIW and officer of an REC company

was charged with two counts of employing
unlicensed people to carry out electrical
work. The defendant was fined $800 without
conviction and ordered to pay costs of
$500.

> An unlicensed person was charged with

being unlicensed when committing the
offence of failing to test. The defendant was
fined $500 without conviction and ordered
to pay a further $500 in costs.

> An REC, Argon Services Pty Ltd, was

charged with nine counts of allowing work
to be carried out that does not comply with
the Act and Regulations – four of them for
unsafe work and five for non-compliant
work. The defendant was also charged with
two counts of failing to provide a certificate
of electrical safety within the given time.
The defendant was fined $3000 without
conviction for the offences relating to
unsafe work. For the remaining offences,
the defendant gave an undertaking to be
of good behaviour for 12 months and was
ordered to provide a gift of $2000 to the
court fund.

carrying out non-compliant work, one count
of failing to test work, one count of failing to
complete a compliance certificate within four
business days, and two counts of failing to
give a certificate of electrical safety to the
person for whom the work was carried out.
The defendant was fined $2000 without
conviction and ordered to pay costs of
$1606.50.

> An LEIW was charged with installing

unsafe equipment. The defendant gave
an undertaking to be of good behaviour
for 12 months.

> An REC was charged with permitting a

person to carry out work that does not
comply with the Act and Regulations.
The defendant gave an undertaking to
be of good behaviour for 12 months and
was ordered to pay costs of $1200.

> An REC was charged with installing unsafe

equipment, two counts of carrying out noncompliant work and one count of failing
to have prescribed electrical installation
work inspected. The defendant gave an
undertaking to be of good behaviour for 12
months, and was ordered to pay $1000 to
the court fund and a further $1100 in costs.

> A “D” Licence holder was charged with

carrying out electrical contracting work
unregistered, installing unsafe equipment,
carrying out non-compliant work, failing to
test work and failing to record the route of
an underground electric line. The defendant
gave an undertaking to be of good
behaviour for 12 months and ordered
to pay costs of $1500.

> A drainage business, Plumbing Systems Australia Pty Ltd, was

Infringement notices 2008

types of infringements notices issed

charged with carrying out electrical contracting work unregistered,
installing unsafe equipment, carrying out non-compliant work and
employing a person to do electrical work who was not an REC.
The defendant was fined $800 without conviction.

2007

REC LEW Other

Offence Code

Offence

May 07

REC

6242

Fails to give certificate within time

$107

LEW

6228

Fail to complete certificate within time

$107

> An LEIW at the time of the offences who is now an REC was

charged with four counts of carrying out electrical contracting
work unregistered and one count of failing to complete a
certificate of compliance. The defendant gave an undertaking to
be of good behaviour for 12 months and was ordered to pay costs
of $1000.

Jun 07

> A person both unregistered and unlicensed was charged with

carrying out electrical contracting work unregistered and carrying
out electrical installation work unlicensed. The defendant gave
an undertaking to be of good behaviour for 12 months and was
ordered to pay costs of $1400.

> A licensed electrician was charged with two counts of carrying

May Jun

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

07

07

07

07

07

07

08

08

08

08

Use

6

5

3

0

1

0

0

2

0

0

2

2

21

Other

0

0

0

2

1

1

0

2

0

0

0

1

7

Total

6

5

3

2

2

1

0

4

0

0

2

3

28

$107

LEW

6228

Fail to complete certificate within time

$107

LEW

6228

Fail to complete certificate within time

$107

REC

6215

Fail to display number

$215

Fails to give certificate within time

$107

Fail to complete certificate within time

$107

REC

6378

Fail to have work inspected by inspector

LEW

6243

Fails to lodge copy with the Office

$107

OTHER

6220

Unlicensed electrical installation work

$537

OTHER

6220

Unlicensed electrical installation work

$537

OTHER

6220

Unlicensed electrical installation work

$537

OTHER

6348

Damages a network asset

$220

OTHER

6220

Unlicensed electrical installation work

$537

OTHER

6253

Supply equipment not approved

$440

REC

6243

Fails to lodge copy with the Office

$107

Oct 07

OTHER

6335

Closer than distance allowed in Table 40

$220

Dec 07

OTHER

6253

Supply equipment not approved

$440

OTHER

6384

Supply equipment not approved

$2,202

REC

6241

Fails to complete certificate

$107

REC

6242

Fails to give certificate in time

$107

REC

6298

Fails to give electronic notice

LEW

6212

Unregistered person holds out to be a

Total

Jul

$107

Fail to complete certificate within time

6242

Mar 08

07

Fails to complete certificate

6228

Sep 07

07

6241
6228

REC

Aug 07

Infringement notice summary

REC
LEW

LEW

Jul 07

out electrical contracting work when unregistered, two counts of
failing to complete a certificate of compliance and two counts of
failing to have prescribed electrical installation work inspected.
The defendant gave an undertaking to be of good behaviour
for six months – a condition of the undertaking being that the
defendant provide a gift of $2000 to a nominated charity. The
defendant was also ordered to pay costs of $1500.

Penalty

$2,149

$55
$551

contractor
Apr 08

LEW

6227

Fail to disconnect equipment from supply

OTHER

6384

Supply equipment not approved

REC

6242

Fails to give certificate in time

$440
$2,202
$110

energysafe advertorial – an article supplied by Crisp Tech Pty Ltd

with 6KA rating.

The most important breakthrough in circuit breaker protection
devices in a generation is here.
Developed by Mack Electrical, a respected motor control gear
manufacturer, the MRR series combination MCB and RCB (RCBO)
is now available in Australia.
This is the only one of its type in the world to be able to fit all the
necessary electronics of an earth leakage trip unit and the over
current tripping mechanism in a single pole MCB case and still
achieve a 6KA fault current rating.

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Reduced installation time
Two year warranty
Earth Leakage Protection
Overload Protection
Overvoltage Protection
Surge Protection
Switches active & neutral
Available in 10,16,20,25
& 32 amp current ranges

Available from all leading
electrical wholesalers
For additional information:

The MRR allows for the direct replacement of an existing
MCB to be made a protected circuit and is suitable for all load
centre’s and panel boards with 35mm DIN rail format and
45mm escutcheon cutout.
Typical Installation time of around 8 minutes (including testing)
on most jobs will allow for fast turn-around time.
Look for the Super Safety Switch symbol to ensure you are
buying a quality, tested and protected product.
Tested and approved for use in Australia and New Zealand,
quality protected by a manufacturer’s two year warranty.
Offering circuit and consumer protection with earth leakage,
over current, over voltage, surge and short circuit protection
you can install the MRR RCBO with confidence.
Suitable for all domestic and most commercial and industrial
applications.

Ph: 1300 727 477

The MRR RCBO allows for simple and economical installation
of a protective device without the need for expensive installation
of a larger load centre.
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SUPER SAFETY SWITCH Super safety switch

The only true 6KA RCBO the same
physical size as a standard MCB
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Sparks fly after another basic
contents.
safety failing, court told.
Failing to properly train and supervise
employees has cost a major civil
contracting company a conviction,
$25,000 fine and court costs of $4716.17
following a prosecution initiated by
WorkSafe.
Fulton Hogan Pty Ltd pleaded guilty in April
to two workplace health and safety charges
laid after a sub-contractor’s excavator struck
an underground powerline. Neither of the
men involved were hurt.
The magistrate was told a redundant gas line
was being removed near Market Street in
central Melbourne as part of the demolition
of the Flinders Street / King Street overpass
on 12 August 2005.
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WorkSafe told the court:
–	A company employee was acting as
spotter for a contract excavator operator
who was uncovering and removing an old
gas line;
–	The employee was not trained in the
firm’s safe-digging method;

The court was told that as they began work
to remove the pipe, the excavator unearthed
an electrical cable which the two workers
believed was not live. The excavator blade
was used to cut the cable. Sparks flew, but
neither worker was hurt.
The company’s procedures were changed
after the incident and training was up-dated.
WorkSafe produced its “Guide to
Undertaking Work Near Underground
Assets – A Guide to the No Go Zones”
in 2004.
The guide is available in printed form
and online at www.worksafe.vic.gov.au.
It provides a uniform safety approach for
industry when working near overhead and
underground assets.
The charges: The defendant failed to
adequately train and supervise employees
engaged in the task of uncovering
underground electrical cables. Section
21(1) and 21(2)(e) of the Occupational
Health and Safety Act 2004 (2 charges).

–	WorkSafe inspectors had also discussed
the protection of in-ground electrical
assets with Fulton Hogan managers in
May and June 2005.
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www.competencytraining.com.au

Nationally Recognised
Training in
Hazardous Areas Installation and Maintenance
Hazardous Areas Overhaul and Repair
Hazardous Areas Electrical Design
Mining Electrical Competencies
High Voltage Switching

e: info@competencytraining.com.au
w: www.competencytraining.com.au
p: (07) 3217 8066 | f: (07) 3217 8077

The high cost of breaching
a court imposed bond!
Breaching a court imposed bond has proved
quite expensive for a defendant who carried out
electrical installation work while unlicensed.
The defendant and a co-offender were charged
with the offence in July 2005.
The work contained a number instances of non
compliant work and the defendant gave an undertaking
to the magistrates court that arrangements would be
made for the work to be rectified.
The magistrate ordered the defendant to be of good
behaviour for 12 months – the order being conditional
on the defendant meeting the costs of the repairs arising
from the non-compliant work.
The defendant was advised by the Office of the Chief
Electrical Inspector in late July 2005 of the work which
needed to be carried out.
Early in November 2007, however, the victim in
the case advised that the work had not been rectified.
Consequently a further letter was served upon the
defendant by a process server which gave the defendant
a further 3 weeks to comply with the undertaking given
to the court.
But nothing was done.
In March this year the defendant was charged with
breaching the undertaking, with ESV asking the court for
the undertaking to be cancelled, a fine imposed for the
original offence and further punishment for breaching
the undertaking.
The Court cancelled the undertaking and imposed
the maximum fine for the original offence of $5000.00
plus the maximum fine for breach of the undertaking of
$1000.00. The defendant was also ordered to pay costs
of $1915.00.

energysafe advertorial
– an article supplied by Competency Training

Competency
for Working with
Electrical Equipment
in Hazardous Areas.
It doesn’t take a genius to see that creating sparks or generating
heat in an area with a potentially explosive atmosphere (known as
a hazardous area) could perhaps be a bit risky, so it comes as no
surprise to most that electrical equipment for use in hazardous areas
(EEHA) is designed to avoid sparking and limit temperature rises.
It is generally also no surprise that EEHA will only offer protection
from explosion if it is correctly installed and properly maintained
throughout its service life.
What might not be so obvious is just how easy it is for a person
with inadequate knowledge about how the explosion-protection
works to inadvertently render it ineffective. While an installation error
might only lead to poor performance when dealing with standard
equipment, in a hazardous area the consequences can be far more
severe. Recent fires and explosions in the US at the Port Wentworth
Sugar Refinery (8th Feb 2008, 6 dead) and the Alon Refinery (18th
Feb 2008, 5 injured), show clearly the dangers of getting it wrong.
For this reason the standard that governs EEHA installations in
Australia and New Zealand, AS/NZS 2381.1 (mandated by legislation
in all states), states that all persons working with such equipment
must be competent to do so. In the event of an incident involving
EEHA, investigators will expect to see evidence of the competence
of all persons involved with the installation and maintenance of the
facility. Don’t get caught short with documentation! Completing
training and assessment to the competency standards in AS/NZS
4761 is a clear way of demonstrating competence and meeting
this requirement.

Is the
equipment
you’ve been
asked
to install safe?
By ESV Equipment Safety Compliance
Officer, Shelley Burnside
As a licensed electrician are you aware that you
have an obligation to install approved electrical
equipment? Do you know how to tell what is
approved and what isn’t?
Frequently the electrical equipment safety
team at ESV have to field questions from
understandably confused electricians as to
whether the equipment they have been asked to
install on a job is safe or not.
The first thing you need to know in order to be
able to make the decision as to whether it’s
safe or not is, to determine if it is “prescribed”
equipment. Not all electrical equipment is
prescribed, however – for example a fluorescent
light fitting isn’t prescribed but the ballast in the
fitting is.
Prescribed equipment commonly installed by
electricians includes residual current devices
(safety switches), bayonet or Edison screw

lampholders, miniature over-current circuit
breakers, control or conditioning devices (this
includes fittings such as dimmers and speed
controllers), cord-line switches, fluorescent
lamp ballasts, fluorescent lamp starters, plugs,
ranges, range hoods, socket-outlets, wall
switches, swimming pool/spa equipment and
water heaters.
For a full list of prescribed items visit our web
site: http://www.esv.vic.gov.au/tabid/184/
Default.aspx
One way to discern if the equipment is safe is
to check that it carries an Australian Approval
marking. However, there are quite a few
markings to indicate that a product has a local
approval.
Below is a list of markings for various state
regulators and independent approval bodies.
All these markings are acceptable throughout
Australia. So if it’s approved in Queensland it is
still accepted elsewhere in the country. While
the letters that are contained in the approval
marking remain the same the sequential
numbers will change for each approval marking.
Victorian issued approval marking
V07052

South Australian issued approval marking
S/263
Tasmanian issued approval marking
T05887
SGS issued approval marking
SGS06022 EA
SAI Global issued approval marking
SAI TE223 EA
AGA electrical certification
AGA 1253 EA
ITACS Electrical certification
A/05344 EA
Below is an example of a New South Wales approved
battery charger, approval number N18655.

Further to the above markings there is also what’s called an
RCM mark. This is a mark that can be used in place of the above
approval markings and it should always be accompanied by
a company name or identifying number. An example of it is
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below.

Queensland issued approval marking
Q05887
New South Wales issued approval marking
N18887 or NSW12345

energysafe advertorial – an article supplied by Protect

Since setting up shop in May 2000, Protect
has been at the forefront of leading edge fund
administration.
Following the implementation of purpose built
software in July 2006, Protect has appointed
a Client Training & Support Consultant to work
side by side with employers.
Joyce Hadjiantoni – a highly qualified and
experienced trainer – commenced with
Protect in May.
Protect administers the collection of
Severance, Income Protection and Training
Levy contributions from 1,200 employers
each month.

The Severance, Income Protection and
Training Levy contributions must be allocated
to 27,500 employee accounts.
Under Protect’s Business Rules, the
contributions from employers must be 100%
correct before any allocation can be made
to employee accounts.
Protect’s purpose built software allows all
employers to provide payment electronically.
With software designed specifically to manage
all contribution scenarios, paying electronically
ensures employers get it 100% correct.
As with many e-commerce transactions,
the software ensures a payment is submitted
correctly.
It is a foolproof way of employers ensuring
they have met all commercial and industrial

obligations in respect of the worker
entitlements administered by Protect.
The Client Training & Support Consultant
will meet with employer management and
staff in their office environs to provide hands
on assistance in moving from paper based
transactions to a modern e-commerce
solution.
National and international research documents
that e-commerce is more secure than cheque
payment, that security of e-transactions is of a
high order and that industrial and commercial
obligations are instantly met through an
e-payment.
Joyce Hadjiantoni can be contacted
through Protect’s Call Centre on
1300 134 417.
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Yet another
step forward.

contents.

Safety

Notice
on gas
pressure
regulators.
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How to install
domestic
gas cookers
safely.
By ESV’s Ballarat based Gas
Inspector, Kelvin Rauber.
ESV is often consulted regarding the safe
installation of a domestic gas cooker or
hotplate. It is important that the installation
complies with the manufacturer’s instructions
and the requirements of AS5601-2004, Gas
Installations.

www.energysafe.vic.gov.au

Advice to cabinet makers and
appliance installers
If a gas hotplate or freestanding cooker is to
be installed, it is advisable to locate the top
cupboards or any range hood at least 620 mm
above the base cupboards so that the required
clearance of 600 mm above the appliance hob
can be met.
The distance between the highest part of the
hob and the range hood must not be reduced
below the minimum of 600 mm or 750 mm for
an overhead exhaust fan.
The hob height must always be taken into
account when installing cupboards or a range
hood over a cooking appliance, and when
installing a cooking appliance to fit under an
existing cupboard or range hood.
Any other downward facing combustible
surface less than 600 mm above the highest
part of the hob shall be protected for the full
width and depth of the cooking surface area in
accordance with AS5601, Clause 5.12.1.2.

Fisher Controls has issued a Safety
Notice regarding their R622H series gas
pressure regulators, which are used as
first stage LP Gas regulators.
The problem relates to gas leakage from
the diaphragm flange area or from the
vent opening, and will be found on initial
installation or soon afterwards.
All recently installed R622H regulators
should be checked. Regulators that have
been factory-checked have “inspected
2008 D” indicated on the packaging.
Where the periphery of the nearest burner
to any vertical combustible surface or to any
vertical combustible surface covered in sheet
metal or toughened glass is less than 200mm,
the surface shall be protected in accordance
with AS5601 Clause 5.12.1.2 to a height of not
less than 150mm above the hob for the full
dimension of the cooking surface area.
Protection of the rear wall for an appliance fitted
with a “ splash back “ is not required.
Where the periphery of the nearest burner to
a horizontal combustible surface is less than
200mm, the hob must be at least 10 mm above
this surface, or the horizontal surface must be
above the trivet.
Protection of a combustible surface
Adequate protection can be provided by:
>	The fixing of ceramic tiles to the surface
(minimum 5mm thick)
> 	Attaching fire resistant material to the
surface and covering with sheet metal
(minimum thickness 0.4 mm)
NOTE: fire resistant material is defined in
AS5601-2004
Stainless steel or glass feature walls
near gas cookers – residential only
Special care needs to be taken when stainless
steel or toughened glass is to be used as a wall
material or wall covering near a gas cooking
appliance.
Again, the minimum clearance from the burner
to the stainless steel is 200mm.

Each inspected regulator is stamped
“D” on the diaphragm flange. All
stock which does not have the
inspection marking is to be returned
to the supplier.
ESV is unaware of any incidents,
but there is a potential for serious
leakage, fire or explosion.
For further details contact
your supplier.
(b) the surface of the wall is to be protected
as per AS5601, Clause 5.12.1
2. Toughened Glass
(a)	a letter is to be supplied from the
architect, designer, glass supplier or
glass manufacturer indicating that the
glass is fit for purpose at the clearance
stated:
		

and

(b) if the glass is affixed to a combustible
surface, that surface is to be protected
as per AS5601 Clause 5.12.1
Notes:
1) T
 he intent of (b) may be met if documentation is provided to
the effect that the fixing method will ensure the temperature
of the combustible surface will not exceed 65°C above
ambient during normal operation.
2) T
 he recommended minimum clearance from the nearest
burner to the surface of the glass is 140mm

Anti-tilt device
It may be possible for free-standing cookers
to tip forward if someone was to apply undue
pressure to an oven door. Free-standing
cookers must be fitted with an anti-tilt device
recommended by the manufacturer.
Further information
Information on the installation of domestic
cookers can be found in AS 5601 Gas
Installations, or ESV Gas Information Sheet 25,
which is available from the ESV website.
For further information or clarification, please
phone the Gas Safety Technical Information
Line on 1800 652 563, or visit our website at
www.esv.vic.gov.au

If it is less 200 mm, then for1. Stainless steel –
(a) the wall must not contain combustible
materials; or

Use of bayonet connections
By ESV Ballarat based Gas Inspector, Kelvin Rauber
It is common practice for portable
flueless LP Gas heaters to be installed
where natural gas is not available.
Most of these heaters are supplied with
a hose and bayonet connection, and
are generally installed in residential
premises.

The installer is required to fit a socket outlet
fitting to a wall in an appropriate location.
When installing these fittings, reference should
be made to AS5601 Clause 4.10.18, Table 4.6

The cavity of an external wall usually has
adequate ventilation. However, internal wall
cavities may require to be ventilated as per
the requirements of AS5601 Clause 4.10.21.

Where a mechanical connection is made in
a wall cavity (an inaccessible area), provision
needs to be made to ensure the wall cavity is
adequately ventilated. Mechanical joints include
flared compression fittings and screwed joints.
SOCKET

MALE FITTING

Warnings on
flexible hose
connections.

Corrosion
of copper
piping.

Installers should be aware that
flexible hoses have a limited life,
especially when used externally
and at high pressure.

Installers are warned not to use
acetic-cure silicon near copper piping.
Only neutral cure should be used.

Although they are generally covered
in braided steel, the rubber lining
can be subject to UV degradation.
In addition, care must be taken to
avoid stress caused by twisting the
hose, especially when used on gas
cylinder connections.

An instance has come to ESV’s attention
where the hole through which copper
pipe passed through the sub-floor into
a kitchen was sealed with acetic-cure
silicon. Severe corrosion of the copper
occurred causing a serious leakage
of LP Gas into the sub-floor area.

Failure of a hose may not be
catastrophic, but often leakage
occurs due to the rubber lining
becoming slightly porous.
It is important to check flexible
hoses on a fairly regular basis,
and exchange any that are
obviously stressed or leaking.

Using lugged elbows.

Due to our relatively small market, suppliers
are reluctant to provide specialised gas fittings
such as lugged elbows with tapered male
threads.
ESV has determined that it is acceptable to
use a lugged elbow with a parallel thread to
connect to a fitting (such as an elbow) that
also has an internal parallel thread, provided
that a permanent-setting thread compound is
used and a point of disconnection is provided
immediately downstream.
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Congratulations to Kane Gosling for winning
the ESV sponsored Advanced Gas Award at
the Yallourn Campus of GippsTafe. With him in
the picture are ESV Gas Inspector John Ellis,
and GippsTafe Plumbing Representative Chris
Cooke.
The ESV Advanced Gas Award is available to
all TAFE Colleges for them to present to the top
student in the plumbing course each year. ESV
provides a certificate and a cheque, while the
student’s performance is recognised on a shield
retained at the plumbing department of the
TAFE college he or she attends.
Kane, who has completed his apprenticeship
and is employed by Asclear Morwell, received
the award at the GippsTafe Industry Awards
Night held at the Moe Racing Club Function
Centre in March.

InstalTest 3017
Electrical Testing to AS/NZS3000 Wiring Rules,
Save Test Results & Print Compliance Reports
No more hand writing test results when compliance testing electrical work and providing
reports of test results. Simply conduct the test, press the MEM button to save the
result and assign the result to a location, e.g. DB1 or 1st Floor, Room 5.
The InstalTest 3017 covers all AS/NZS 3000 Wiring Rules tests, including
Polarity, Correct Circuit Connections, Fault Loop, RCD Testing and Visual
Inspections. In-built Australian Pass/Fail limits & tables also simplify testing.
No more multiple instruments to carry around. No more handwriting test
results. The InstalTest 3017 guarantees faster and accountable electrical work.

Call EMONA Instruments on tel: 1 800 632 953, email: testinst@emona.com.au or www.emona.com.au
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The use of lugged elbows having male parallel
threads is commonplace in the plumbing
industry, but AS 5601-2004 prohibits the
joining together of fittings that both have
parallel threads.

Kane
receives
ESV
gasfitting
award.
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from
How to stay
stay gas-safe
the
in caravans.
editor.
By ESV Gas Inspector, Sandy Greenhill

Caravans are becoming ever more
popular, especially with many baby
boomers now becoming grey nomads,
and they generally provide a safe and
comfortable means of travel or holiday
accommodation.
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However, the materials used in the
construction of a caravan and the confined
space can quickly turn a minor incident into
a major disaster. The three main dangers
involving gas and caravans are fire, explosion
and lack of ventilation.
> Fires in a caravan can quickly take hold and
are often burnt to the ground well before any
fire truck can attend.
> Gas explosions, although rare, produce
devastating damage, generally destroying
the caravan.

A badly damaged caravan following a gas blast

> Lack of ventilation, coupled with the incorrect
use of appliances, can lead to carbon
monoxide poisoning, and fatalities are not
unknown in Victoria.
Prevention is essential
Some incidents involve portable gas heaters
and the storage or use of gas cylinders within
the caravan is a definite no-no.
Explosions have been caused when a cooker
burner was left turned on but unlit. LP Gas,
which is heavier than air, drops to the floor and
then builds up like spilled water until it reaches
an ignition source, such as the refrigerator
flame.

www.energysafe.vic.gov.au

The confinement of a caravan allows a perfect
mixture of gas and air to form, just right for
an explosion. When choosing a gas cooking
appliance, make sure it has a flame safeguard
system for all burners. If a gas escape does
occur, open the door and windows to ventilate
the area and disperse the gas.

Never block permanent ventilation openings.
They are essential for a gas appliance to work.
Never use a portable gas heater in a caravan.
They consume gas but re-circulate the
combustion products. If ventilation is poor,
carbon monoxide can be produced, and that
can be fatal.
Remember to keep any outdoor appliances,
such as barbecues and gas fridges away
from awnings or annex walls. When travelling,
ensure all gas cylinders are turned off.
If a fire does occur, don’t try to put it out
unless you can safely get out of the caravan.
Don’t allow the fire to be between you and the
door. Always make sure there is a suitable fire
extinguisher adjacent to the door.
If hiring an on-site van, bring any concerns
to the attention of the site manager.
Enjoy your caravanning, but stay gas-safe.

Camping

– LP Gas hazards exposed during inspections.
By Kerry Marshall, ESV’s Gas Inspector for the Mornington Peninsula,
who regularly surveys caravan parks etc during holiday periods.
A survey of caravan parks on the
Mornington Peninsula has highlighted
several hazards involving the use of
LP Gas. Here are some examples.

> Poor connections between cylinders and
caravans.

> Many LPG cylinders were out of date (over
ten years old) and some were very rusty.

Advice
Remember when using LP Gas cylinders or
portable appliances, to check connections
with a soap and water solution to detect any
gas escapes, before attempting to light the
appliances.

> Cylinder safety relief valves were facing the
caravan.
> Cylinders were found to be unsecured and
liable to being tipped over.
> BBQs and other gas appliances were found
to be too close to flammable surfaces such
as tents or annexes.
> Faulty flexible hoses connecting to
appliances.

> Gas appliances in poor condition and
requiring servicing.

Avoid transporting LPG cylinders inside
vehicles, place them in a trailer, standing
vertically and have them secured. If there is
no alternative, one 9kg cylinder can be carried
in the car boot, provided it is secured in the
upright position.

Handy safety hint. Tell your customer
If an appliance needs adjusting or cleaning, switch off
the power and pull out the plug – but not by the cord.

For additional security, screw a plug into the
outlet connection (from cylinder exchange
outlets).
Ensure your caravan has an operating smoke
alarm, an approved fire extinguisher and a fire
blanket to be used in an emergency.
Please refer to the Energy Safe Victoria website
www.esv.vic.gov.au for further details on using
gas safely.
The Country Fire Authority website at www.cfa.
vic.gov.au also provides safety information for
campers and caravanners.

Company fined
after excavator hits powerline.

Things that
can go wrong.
The current face of electricity safety, REC
Mick Dillema (he appears in ESV’s electricity
commercial), never goes anywhere without his
camera. And when he spots something that’s
not quite right, he’s quick to photograph it.

The Director of WorkSafe’s Construction
and Utilities Division Chris Webb said after
the hearing that the dangers of working near
powerlines were well known and had to be
respected.

Following a prosecution initiated by
WorkSafe Victoria, a company has been
fined $40,000 after an excavator struck
overhead powerlines near Rosebud’s
Port Phillip Plaza Shopping Centre in
November 2005.

In this instance he came across a switchboard
attached to a pole on a rural property, exposed
to the elements with no door! Not surprisingly it
caught fire and this is what it looked like shortly
after firefighters had extinguished the blaze.

“Changes were made after the event to improve
safety, but as happens so often they should
have been made earlier to prevent a chain
of events that could have had more serious
consequences.”

Although no one was hurt, one line came down
and a power pole was de-stabilised. A crane
had to be used to support the partially-toppled
pole, the court hearing was told.

“It’s not just about preventing potentially deadly
electric shocks, but as in this case, falling or
collapsing infrastructure.

Delta Pty Ltd pleaded guilty in the Frankston
magistrates court in April to one charge laid
under the Occupational Health and Safety Act.

“Companies involved in this type of work must
ensure sufficient training is undertaken, and
human and other resources are in place before
work begins.”

WorkSafe told the court:
> The spotter was not trained or fully dedicated
to preventing the excavator from encroaching
on the one to two metre ‘No Go Zone’ around
the powerlines;

WorkSafe’s publication “Framework for
undertaking work near overhead and
underground assets” developed with industry
is available at www.worksafe.vic.gov.au or by
calling the Advisory Service on 9641 1444 or
1800 136 089 (toll free).

> He was trying to prevent pedestrians from
entering the work area at the time of the
incident;
> Delta had developed a Job Safety Analysis
which required the use of a spotter but did
not specify the accepted industry limits for
working near electricity cables;
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The charge:
Section 21(1) of the Occupational Health
and Safety Act 2004.
Duties of employers to employees

> Delta did not ensure employees involved in
the work had been trained in the requirements
for working near powerlines.

An employer must, so far as is reasonably
practicable, provide and maintain for employees
of the employer a working environment that is
safe and without risks to health.

THE DAMAGED AND NON-COMPLIANT
EQUIPMENT RETRIEVED FROM THE BUILDING SITE.

Insulguard Enclosure & Retro Downlight Covers.
The simple and effective way to protect downlights.
Insulguard Downlight Enclosure
●

●
●

●

●

●
●
●

Protects downlights & transformers
from thermal insulation
Treated with non-toxic fire retardant
Made from environmentally friendly
recycled pulp
Complies with wiring rules (AS/NZ
3000:2007) Recessed luminaries clause 4.5.2.3 method (b)
Tested to AS1530-Part 2 (Flammability
Test)
Independently heat tested to 600°c
Packs flat for easy storage
Pre-cut 70 - 90mm downlight hole

Insulguard

Dimensions:
310mm(W)x200(D)x220(H)

Retro Downlight Cover
●

●
●
●

●

●
●

Complies to new electrical wiring rules
for downlights
Retrofit existing downlights
Small and compact
Can be placed through existing
downlight hole
Two sizes to cover most downlight
installations: 70mm & 90mm
Metal perforation for air circulation
Transformer attachment included

Catalogue No. DLG

Retro

Note: does not include
transformer or downlight

Catalogue No. DLCL (90mm), DLCS (70mm)

omegapower.com.au
VIC
(03) 9793 6111

NSW
(02) 9734 9944

sales@omegapower.com.au
QLD
(07) 3216 2799

SA
(08) 8340 9200

WA
(08) 9475 0777
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ALL YOUR DOWNLIGHT
PROTECTION COVERED

Lift installations
contents.

– ESV identifies
19 areas of concern.

By ESV Compliance Officer, Michael Bull
Following audits and discussions
with the lift installation industry in
Victoria – companies and workers – ESV
has identified 19 areas of concern from
a compliance and electricity safety
perspective. It means segments of the
industry will be coming in for additional
ESV attention.
Lift installation techniques have changed in
recent years with the introduction of the ‘Motor
Room Less’ (MRL) type of elevator which differs
from those traditionally installed in high rise
buildings.
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MRL allows the lift car and associated control
equipment to be installed by an assembly of
components including drive mechanisms within
a single shaft and as such does not require a
dedicated motor room. Obvious benefits are
quicker installation time and increased available
floor space.
MRL’s are sourced in component form from
overseas manufacturers and assembled on
site by lift company employees. Electrical
components and wiring is provided with the

unit and connected by various means mostly
plug in connectors. In Victoria most of the wiring
between components is deemed to be electrical
installation wiring – as defined in electrical
installation regulations.
Lift industry consultants, licensed electrical
workers and union bodies representing those
workers have raised concerns about aspects of
the lift installation, in particular – conformity to
wiring standards.
As a result ESV has undertaken an audit
program of selected lifts to identify the level of
conformity with relevant Australian Standards.
Results of a limited audit indicate a lack of
conformity in some aspects of lift installation,
something consistent throughout several lift
assembly companies.
Lift companies have a limited understanding of
responsibilities required to operate as an REC.
Historically, lift companies have operated in
isolation from regulators since the departure
of an inspection regime conducted by former
government departments. Self regulation began
in this industry in Victoria during 1994 and since
then limited interaction between industry and
regulators has occurred.

Where interaction has occurred with regulators
it is usually limited when there has been an
incident.
Areas of concern identified:
1.	Unused long runs of conductors which
remain in association with connected
conductors and are not terminated and
protected at both ends in a satisfactory
manner.
2.	Supply conductors (lift mains) not
compatible with the electrical installation
to be connected, or confirmation of mains
suitability not available for audit.
3. 	Wiring systems supplying lifts including
consumers’ mains to lifts shall comply with
AS/NZS3013 or be of a type capable of
maintaining supply.
4. 	Electrical equipment has not been installed
so that all material immediately adjacent
to or in contact with a conductor or cable
is shaped so that it will not cause such
abrasion of the conductor or insulation as
could lead to mechanical or electrical failure.
5.	Radius of bends in wiring systems have not
ensured that conductors and cables do not
suffer damage.
6. 	Wiring systems installed where they are
likely to be subject to mechanical damage
and have not been adequately protected in
accordance with clause 3.3.7 & 3.9.4.2. to
3.9.4.6
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7. 	Cables have not been installed to be
protected against mechanical damage
or otherwise arranged to ensure that any
damage that might occur is readily visible.

energysafe advertorial – an article supplied by Arrowform

Recessed downlights: your
detailed review is mandatory.
Many contractors are unsure about
their direction on recessed luminaire
installations since the November 2007
release of the new Wiring Rules. This
is understandable, when a detail can
make all the difference to the outcome.
However, Arrowform are specialists in
this field and provide sound, obligationfree advice on the numerous issues
involved.
Contractors can simply ask themselves:
Does the product and installation
combination cover the following vital
points?
1. Compliant with 4.5.2.3 (all paragraphs)

6. 	Easy, reliable anchorage – won’t easily
dislodge
7. 	Provides for subsequent installation
of insulation including loose-fill
8. 	Adequate safeguards against future
interference
9. 	Won’t trap leaves etc and create
a fire hazard
10. Enduring materials used
11.	Future globe replacement won’t create
a safety/compliance issue
12. Uncluttered ceilings outcome
13.	Combustible dust can’t create a fire hazard

2. 	Peace of mind – no holes in your fire
protection

14.	Provides maximum downlight positioning
flexibility

3. A genuine enclosure

15. An affordable complete solution

4. 	Comprehensive product installation
instructions supplied

16. Minimises chance of annoying callouts

5. 	Certified approval

17. Preserves client’s insulation effectiveness

18. Won’t pollute client’s indoors
19. Won’t disrupt acoustics (sound privacy)
20. Pays for itself in energy savings
For those already using Arrowform’s
sealed fire-resistant Isolite™ enclosures with
their downlights, little has changed because
it’s an integral part of the new rules option (b).
Arrowform’s expanding product range can
meet all of the issues above, particularly since
the addition of the proven Flexi™ range for
limited access areas, e.g. between floors,
cathedral ceilings etc.
Unfortunately, many contractors have found
out too late, that it’s pointless paying anything
for incomplete protection. Others wisely use
only quality protection to ensure that they
retain their trade license, their insurance
cover and meet their duty of care obligations.
And when client expectations are satisfied,
then comes the best form of promotion….
recommendation!

8. C
 ables have not been supported and if
necessary fixed in position so as to provide
adequate protection against damage.

16. D
 evices for switching off for mechanical
maintenance were not placed and marked
and convenient for their intended use.

9. 	Cables enclosed with low and extra low
voltage within trunking has not been installed
as per AS3000 requirements. Insulated
cables installed without sheath shall be
installed in a suitable wiring enclosure in
accordance with clause 3.10

17. Verification was not available to ensure
circuit arrangements meets requirements
of voltage drop and operation of protective
devices.

10.	Earthing conductors and earthing mediums
have been installed in a manner that fails to
provide protection against likely mechanical
damage, inadvertent interference and
chemical deterioration. Earthing conductors
have not been protected against becoming
displaced.

18. Cables were installed that were not identified
by the colours given in AS/NZS 3000:2000,
Table 3.5.
19. Electrical workers are operating in different
states and are not attaining the relevant
state licence and at times some of the
workers are not licensed at all.

11.	Earthing conductors were observed to
have been removed or displaced from their
intended fixings – reasons unknown.

Other items that are non electrical, but do affect
the worker were:
> Many lift installations were not provided with
hand rails on the working area of car tops.
> Guarding to the front opening of lifts shafts
was often defective, or not present, and where
present were being used as a storage area
for equipment. This provides a risk to persons
working in the shaft where equipment may fall
into the shaft, or in the event of emergency
egress, causing obstruction to workers exiting
the shaft.
ESV will be addressing the issues which have
been identified, with the intention of removing
both the inconsistencies and non-compliant
practices carried out by some sections of the lift
installation industry.

12.	Earthing terminations were observed
to be affected by galvanic reaction –
particularly around lift door assembly
where steel, copper and aluminium formed
the components to complete earthing
connection.
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13. Connections between conductors and
between conductors and other electrical
equipment were made in such a way that
safe and reliable contact was not ensured.
14. E
 lectrical equipment was not installed to
avoid harmful influence between circuits
operating at different voltages.
15.	Isolation devices were not clearly marked to
identify the circuits they isolate.
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Examples of incorrect lift
installations detected in
Victoria – exposed connections
and incorrect cable
identification.

TRAINING OPPORTUNITIES FOR THE ELECTRICAL,
INSTRUMENTATION AND PLUMBING INDUSTRY.
RMIT UNIVERSITY PROVIDES FLEXIBLE TRAINING AND EDUCATION PROGRAMS THAT ARE HIGHLY REGARDED BY INDUSTRY.
RMIT’S APPRENTICSHIPS ARE STRUCTURED TO MEET THE REALITIES OF TODAY’S TOUGH AND FAST-PACED EMPLOYMENT MARKETS.
We offer high quality training for your apprentices in:
– Certificate Ill in Electrotechnology (Instrumentation)
– Certificate Ill in Electrotechnology (Systems Electrician)
– Certificate IV in Electrotechnology (Instrumentation)
– Certificate IV in Electrical (Systems Electrician/Instrumentation)
– Licensing in all areas of Plumbing
– Gas Servicing

Short courses can be customised to meet your specific
needs and are conducted onsite anywhere in Australia,
Asia or the Pacific.
– Energy Smart Electrician
– Code of Practice for Safe Electrical Work
– Electrical Contractor Registration
– Portable Appliance Safety Testing
– Disconnect/Reconnect Worker’s Licence

Electricians, required for adhoc, regular and contract teaching positions. The Electrotechnology area covers Pre-Apprenticeship,
Apprenticeship and Post Apprenticeship courses. A Certificate IV in workplace training and assessment would be preferred.
Contact details Mr Ross Bousie T. (03) 9925 4917 F. (03) 9925 4377 E. ross.bousie@rmit.edu.au

For more information contact T. (03) 9925 4468 F. (03) 9925 4377 E. wendy.gillies@rmit.edu.au

www.rmit.edu.au

Expensive damage
from switchboard fires.
The data does not suggest any significant trend in the number of these
types of incidents over the last 10 years.

Figures provided by Metropolitan Fire Brigade (MFB) on fires
attributed to switchboards, meter boxes and fuse boxes over
the last 10 years reveal the average high cost of switchboard
blazes. Of the 602 incidents detailed, 199 (33.1%) of these
incidents resulted in either medium ($1001 – $5000), or major
($5000 +) fire damage to the structure. For the other 403 (66.9%)
incidents only minor damage occurred.

“Despite these results, incidents of this type may well be considered
more likely due to the increasing electricity demands of premises with the
installment of various heating and air conditioning devices over the last
10 years, as well as the overall increase in the number of appliances that
may be present in premises.
“Furthermore, for many of the meter box and fuse box incidents at
residential properties, it had been noted by firefighters at the scene
that some of these devices were over 50 years old.

Overall, fires originating in either the meter or fuse box generally do not
cause a significant amount of damage, with average damage per incident
being $4,915 and $1,612 respectively.

“Also a number of incidents occurred directly after a new fixed air
conditioning system had been installed at the premises,” the report
concludes.

However, fires originating in an electrical switchboard caused on average
$11,501 damage per incident, said the MFB report.

Table 1 below contains data relating to the number of fire structure incidents caused by switchboards,
meter boxes and fuse boxes for each year of the 1998 to 2007 period.
Table 1 – Fire Structure Incidents caused by Primary Electrical Distribution Equipment within the MFD (1998 – 2007)
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Cause
Switchboards

1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

Total

30

31

38

26

26

28

22

24

21

31

277

Meter Boxes

12

15

12

16

13

23

12

13

7

15

138

Fuse Boxes

24

21

28

16

14

16

24

12

19

13

187

Total

66

67

78

58

53

67

58

49

47

59

602

Table 2 below contains details of estimated cost of the incidents, with an average cost per incident.
Table 2 – Estimated Financial cost of Fire Structure Incidents caused by Primary Electrical Distribution Equipment within the MFD (1998 – 2007)
Cause
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Switchboards

Minor

Medium

Major

Aver Cost ($)

($0 – $1000)

%

($1000 – $5000)

%

($5001+)

%

per incident

167

60.3%

63

22.7%

47

17.0%

$11,501

Meter Boxes

85

61.6%

42

30.4%

11

8.0%

$27,207

Fuse Boxes

151

80.7%

31

16.6%

5

2.7%

$1,612

Major Government funding
to secure brown coal
future for Victoria.
State Premier John Brumby went to the
Latrobe Valley in late April to pledge
$127.4 million to help secure the future
of Victoria’s coal industry and create a
number of new jobs.
He announced individual funding for the
following projects:
> A $110 million fund to establish new largescale, pre-commercial Carbon Capture
Storage (CCS) demonstration projects;
> $12.2 million to create Clean Coal Victoria in
the Latrobe Valley, an organisation dedicated
to maximising the value of Victoria’s brown
coal resources; and,
> A further $5.2 million will go towards
investigating carbon storage schemes in the
Gippsland basin to improve understanding of
carbon storage potential through research and
modelling of the region’s geology.
Mr Brumby said: “Clean coal technology is

critical to the future of Victoria and to driving our
economic prosperity. That’s why we are making
one of the largest investments in clean coal in
the state’s history to support the demonstration
of carbon capture and storage technology.”
He said the CCS demonstration project will take
the Government’s total clean coal investment to
over $244 million since 2002. The aim of these
investments is to assist power stations to reduce
and ultimately eliminate their greenhouse gas
emissions.
The additional $110 million builds on previous
clean coal announcements.
Minister for Energy and Resources, Peter
Batchelor said the clean coal projects would
involve working in partnership with industry and
the Commonwealth to demonstrate carbon
capture and storage technologies from power
plants on an industrial scale.
“Groups like the World Wide Fund for Nature
(WWF) have endorsed carbon capture storage
as a key element in managing greenhouse gas

emissions,” Mr Batchelor said.
“In positioning Victoria as a global leader in
carbon capture technology, we will also ensure
we are well-equipped to capitalise on new and
emerging markets.”
Mr Batchelor said Clean Coal Victoria would be
based in the Latrobe Valley and would focus on
identifying future coal resources, planning for
long-term brown coal use and rehabilitation.
“Clean Coal Victoria will develop strategic
resource plans to manage Victoria’s valuable
coal resources, developing detailed information
about our current resources and undertake test
drilling to determine the quality and quantity of
brown coal resources in under-explored areas.
“The new organisation will ensure our brown
coal resources are protected for future
generations, helping to reduce land-use
conflicts and will play a key role in working with
the community and industry to attract new
investment and economic growth in areas such
as the coal-rich Latrobe Valley.”

What
prohibits any
person from
accessing live
parts?
Inquiries from various industries, such as
manufacturers, often relate to whether their
non-licensed employees are able to access
electrical switchboards or control panels,
which may contain live parts.
AS/NZS 3000:2007 – Wiring Rules states
as follows:
> Clause 1.4.14 – Authorised person
The person in charge of the premises, or the
licensed electrical contractor or electrician
or other person appointed or selected by
the person in charge of the premises to
perform certain duties on the premises.
> Clause 2.9.3.1 – Access to live parts
Live parts shall be arranged so that basic
protection is provided by enclosures,
in accordance with the provisions of
Clause 1.5.4.
Exception: Live parts may be exposed in a
non-domestic electrical installation provided
that -

2. the switchboard is installed in an area
that is accessible only to authorised
persons and the means of access to
such areas is provided with facilities
for locking.
In situations where the removal of covers and
the like exposes live parts such covers shall
be identified in accordance with AS/NZS 3439.
Exception: This requirement does not apply
to domestic switchboards.
In effect, a person need not necessarily be
licensed as an electrical worker to reset an
overload device, circuit breaker or switch
which may be adjacent to live parts within
an electrical switchboard.
However, it must be stressed that
persons (including the person in charge
of the premises) so authorised, must
be fully aware of the hazards relating to
inadvertent contact to exposed live parts.
Occupational Health and Safety legislation
requires an employer to provide training to
ensure a person engaged in a workplace
activity is competent to perform the task
safely.

Electrical contractors and
electricians in Western Australia
are effectively banned from working
on equipment operating at normal
mains voltage under a new guideline
Code of Practice issued by the
state’s electricity safety
regulator EnergySafety in April.
The Code applies to electrical contractors
and all electricians working in general
industry. It also places obligations on
contractors’ clients and all employers of
electricians who request that live work be
performed, Director of Energy Safety Albert
Koenig said in a media release from the
authority.
“Working on live electrical circuits and
equipment or in very close proximity to
live parts is potentially dangerous and
mostly places the lives of electricians at risk
needlessly,” Mr Koenig said .
Loss of production, increased costs and
operational inconvenience will not be
regarded as justifying live work, said the
release.
Under the Code, live work will be justified
only if there is a greater risk of danger to lives
of people using, or affected by, an electrical
installation, compared with risks incurred by
electrical workers asked to perform live work.
In such circumstances, a live work justification
case, backed by a formal risk assessment
under the Code, must be made out by
the licensed electrical contractor’s client,
requesting that live work be carried out.
In respect of residential type installations,
the Code never allows live work.
If the electrical employer is satisfied that live
work is justified and it can be carried out
safely, a strict safety plan must be followed,
comprising:
> The contractor must prepare a detailed
work plan and set of procedures, complying
with the Code, to cover the work;
> All electrical workers involved in performing
the work must agree it can be done safely;
> A competent and independent safety
assessor must approve plans and
procedures if the prospective fault current
exceeds 10,000 amperes at the site in
question;

State
Government
provides
$1.8 million
for farmers
to upgrade
electricity
supplies.
Farmers in eastern Victoria will be
assisted to upgrade their power supply
from SWER (Single Wire Earth Return) to
three-phase electricity by a $1.8 million
grant from the State Government to
distributor SP AusNet.
Regional and Rural Development Minister
Jacinta Allan said recently the funding
will remove a major impediment to
growth across Victoria’s farming sector
because most electricity infrastructure
does not provide sufficient supply for the
expansion of farms.
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“Modern-day dairy farms are
massive operations that use milk
cooling vats, while many farms have
irrigation systems, all of which require
considerable electricity.
She said the funding will help farmers
secure reliable energy and adopt more
efficient farming technology.
The Minister said that a further $1.8
million has been allocated to Victorian
customers of electricity distributor
Powercor.
“Funding is available to all farmers in
Victoria to upgrade their electricity
infrastructure, with the On-Farm Energy
Grant program to meet half of the
farmer’s upgrade cost, which is expected
to be an average of $20,000 per farmer.
“Funding is available for the upgrade of
high-voltage poles, pole-top structures,
conductors, transformers and cable,
but is not available for transformer-only
upgrades.”
Ms Allan said SP AusNet expected to
contribute $5.4 million to complete the
projects worth $9 million.

> An experienced safety observer must be
present at all times while the live work is
under way and must have no other duties
while carrying out the observer role.

Handy safety hint. Tell your customer
Statistics show that the most frequent of gas related incidents within the home involve cooktops
and heaters. Never leave cooking unattended. Make sure there are no flammable materials near
appliances. Always have appliances installed and regularly serviced by a licensed gasfitter.
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1. the live parts are arranged so that basic
protection is provided by barriers in
accordance with the provisions of
Clause 1.5.4.4; or

WA electricians
prohibited from
generally
working “live”.

Industry
contents. approves new ESV
policy for issuing “L” licences.
With the support of industry, including NECA
and the ETU, ESV’s recommended changes on
the issuing of “L” Class – supervised workers –
Licences have become policy.

“Why the change? Obviously our industry needs
the best people and the granting of an “L”
Licence must be the lead to better things for
the licence holder.

Under the policy, “L” Licences will only be issued
to former apprentices who have an aptitude to
become electricians and can demonstrate a
commitment to completing their studies within
the three year duration of the licence.

“It can be argued that if after their four years
apprenticeship, applicants have completed less
than 60% of their formal training, they either do
not have the ability or they are not serious about
becoming an electrician – or some of them
will need an incentive to get on and finish their
apprenticeship.”

They will also need to have completed at least
15 modules of their training before they can
be considered for such a licence.
Such licences will not be renewed unless there
are special circumstances.
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Director of Energy Safety Ken Gardner said
“The L licence is aimed at former apprentices
who have not completed their training after the
four years of their apprenticeship but wish to
remain in the trade and show an aptitude for
it. Because they have not qualified, their work
needs to be supervised.
“It appears that over the years one of the major
reasons for the introduction of this licence may
have got lost, but the policy is now quite clear. It
reiterates that the L class licence cannot be held
in perpetuity. It is a three-year one-off licence
which in most instances will not be renewed.
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“ESV’s new guidelines ensure that the licences
will only be issued to former apprentices who
demonstrate an aptitude and commitment to
becoming an A grade electrician, and have
completed some essential safety modules
and work requirements.

Ken said that under ESV’s new policy, an
applicant for an “L” Licence will need to supply
details of how they will satisfactorily complete
the outstanding competencies, and provide
their timetable for doing so within the three year
duration of the licence. The timetable will need
to be agreed between the applicants and their
training providers before being submitted.
To qualify for an “L” Licence, applicants must
have completed at least 15 modules including
the following essential safety units:
> NBB02
Occupational Health and Safety
> NE 172
Electrical Wiring and Equipment 1
> NUE044
Electrical Safe Working Practices
> NUE408
Electrical Installations-testing & Verification

Automation to improve
distribution company
customer connections.
A major project is underway to
automate CitiPower and Powercor’s
customer connections process with
the aim of making it more efficient
for RECs.
The project will see current paper based
processes replaced with an automated
entry process. The changes are expected to
result in reduced connection cycle times and
improved service delivery to RECs.
CitiPower and Powercor’s Business
Implementation Manager, Glenn Wrest,
said electricians wanted to deal directly
with distributors when organising truck
appointments and connections and required
faster access to technical advice.
“Once the new system is in place it will provide
streamlined processes that address many of
the issues expressed by electricians,” he said.
The new system will allow electricians to
submit Electrical Work Orders (EWRs) and
make associated truck appointments online
directly to CitiPower and Powercor. The

customer’s nominated electricity retailer will
automatically receive a copy of the request,
which will initiate the retailer to submit a
work request to CitiPower and Powercor to
undertake the work.
The progress of these work orders can also
be tracked on line by both electricians and
retailers, benefiting everyone involved in the
connections process.
Glenn said automating the connections
process was a big improvement on a paper
based system which was open to error and
double handling of requests. “We encourage
electricians to adopt the new technology
once it is available because it will benefit their
businesses and ultimately result in happier
customers,” Glenn said.
RECs with access to the internet who
are interested in being involved with the
project’s development are invited to
express interest by emailing their details to
EnhancedConnectionsProject@powercor.
com.au.
The project will be completed later this year.

Under the policy, applicants who have
satisfactorily completed the outstanding
competencies but have not passed the LEA
will be able to hold a supervised workers licence
for a maximum of two years.
This is how the policy now reads:
The “L” Licence Policy
1. That before a supervised workers licence is
issued the applicant will have satisfactorily
completed at least 15 modules including
NBB02, NE172, NUE044 and NUE408 and
passed the Safe Work Practice assessment.
In addition they will need to present a
timetable to show how they will complete
all units of competencies within the term
of the licence.
2. E xisting holders of a supervised worker’s
licence will not be issued a new licence
unless they comply with the above.
3. This policy will not apply to those who held
a supervised worker’s licence as a result of
holding a B Class licence under the SEC
Act who will be able to continue to renew
their licence.
As reported previously, ESV records show that
there are approximately 570 L Class licence
holders. Of these 49 expire before the end of
June this year, a further 95 expire in the second
half of 2008 and the rest expire in subsequent
years.
The policy will be introduced progressively.
ESV will be writing to all L class licence holders
to explain the process as it applies to them.

ESV logo

gets around
the State.

ESV’s logo was well and truly on
display when 12 riders representing the
Victorian Adult Burns Service at The
Alfred pedaled furiously in the 24-hour,
520 km Murray to Mourne cycle relay
from Swan Hill to Port Fairy recently.
ESV sponsored the jerseys for the 12
person team which included a number
of staff from The Alfred hospital and a
former patient of the VABS.

New manager
appointments at ESV.

ESV and WorkCover
sign memorandum
of understanding.

ESV recently announced two management appointments.
Chris Shawyer is a newcomer to ESV who has
been appointed Manager Electricity Supply Safety,
while Doug Rennie has been seconded from
Gas Investigations and Prosecutions to the role of
Manager Gas Installation Safety.

ESV and the Victorian WorkCover Authority (WorkSafe Victoria) have
signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) – one of the main
objectives being to ensure that as far as possible the same health
and safety requirements are imposed on all workplaces in Victoria,
and that these requirements are administered in a consistent manner.

Chris joins ESV after 16 years as the Electricity
Network Manager at Melbourne Airport where he
was in charge of expanding the power network to
accommodate the doubling of the airport’s growth
and tripling its capacity.

Other objectives:
> to assist Victorian workplaces achieve best practice levels of health
and safety for workers and the public;

Graduating from the former Bendigo College of Advanced Education,
now part of La Trobe University, Chris joined the engineering program of
the former State Electricity Commission and after three years experience
across a number of years was transferred to the Transmission
Operations Department in the Latrobe Valley.
After 10 years at the SEC and with the disaggregation of the authority,
Chris took the opportunity to spend nine months travelling around
Australia before returning to Melbourne to take up the position at the
airport.
Chris holds the qualification of Electrical Engineer (Power) and a
Postgraduate Diploma of Business Administration.
Doug Rennie started his career as an apprentice
plumber / gas fitter in 1970 working for a small
plumbing company in the Doncaster and
surrounding areas, involved in new housing, sewer
connections and general plumbing maintenance.

He was then a self employed plumber / gas fitter, sub contracting to
the Gas and Fuel Corporation installing domestic gas appliances and
general plumbing maintenance.
Doug then worked for the G&FC itself as a maintenance gas fitter for
nine years before joining the Plumbing Industry Commission working as
a plumbing investigator for two years.
More than six years ago Doug joined the Office of Gas Safety in the
investigations and inspections field and continued that role when ESV
was established in August 2005.

> to assist workplaces and other parties to meet the requirements
of both parties without any unnecessary duplication of effort.
The MOU imposes the following undertakings on both parties:
> WorkSafe Victoria and ESV undertake to give effect to the arrangements
and procedures set out in the Schedules of the MOU.
> WorkSafe Victoria and ESV undertake to establish and maintain
liaison contacts to ensure the effective operation of this MOU.
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> WorkSafe Victoria and ESV undertake to provide information from time
to time to inform each other’s staff of their roles and responsibilities in
areas of potential overlap, and any relevant changes to the regulatory
instruments overseen by them.
> This MOU will be jointly reviewed by the liaison contacts on an annual
basis or otherwise as agreed in writing between the parties.
ESV is the statutory authority responsible for administering various
legislation including but not limited to the Gas Safety Act 1997,
and the Electricity Safety Act 1998, and the Pipelines Act 2005.
The Victorian WorkCover Authority (“WorkSafe Victoria”) is the statutory
authority responsible for administering various legislation including but not
limited to the Occupational Health and Safety Act 2004, the Dangerous
Goods Act 1985, the Equipment (Public Safety) Act 1994, the Road
Transport (Dangerous Goods) Act 1995, the Accident Compensation
Act 1985, the Accident Compensation (WorkCover Insurance) Act 1993
and the Workers Compensation Act 1958.
The MOU came into effect on 1 January 2008 and will continue until
30 June 2010, or earlier if one of or both parties indicate an intention
to withdraw from the agreement.

Concrete Conductive Reinforcement
Earthing Electrode (Copper & Mild Steel Versions)
P atent P ending 2008100395
AS/NZS 3000:2007 Clause 5.6.2.5 requires earthing of the conductive reinforcement
of concrete walls and slabs within showers and bathrooms to be bonded to the earthing
system within the room.
The Copper version CCREE 1C-475-2 is designed for longevity within areas along the
coastline that are subject to the effects of corrosion by salt water. The cable connection
2
is preserved with a watertight sealant. 6mm Building wire has been selected for
durability in mechanical strength through the construction stage.
For the Mild Steel version, quote CCREE 1S-475-2. Both electrodes come complete
with 2m of Building wire, 5x proprietary rio loop ties and installation instructions.
Installation Kit CCREE-IK also available to complement full installation requirements
as per manufactures instructions. Kit includes engraved heat shrink for bonding
connection ID, MSB bonding location labels, PVC tubing for mechanical protection at
cable exit from slab, & UV resistant Main Earth Connection Label c/w render/paint cover.

Visit your local electrical
wholesaler to order, or
purchase online at
www.ecvic.com.au
Electrical Compliance
Victoria Pty Ltd:
Maintaining Safety,
Integrity and Compliance
in the use of electricity
MEEC-1

Concrete Conductive Reinforcement Earthing Electrode Edge Bar
Galvanised version CCREE EB-500G Edge Bar is for
(Galvanised Mild Steel & Stainless Steel Versions) The
installation at the slabs edge penetrating 500mm into the
bathroom directly beneath a shower base at the slabs edge. It securely attaches to the reinforcement utilising a quick and easy installation
methodology using the proprietary rio loop ties. The Stainless Steel version CCREE EB-500SS Edge Bar is designed for longevity as with copper.
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Following the completion of his apprenticeship
Doug worked for a number of employers in the
general plumbing, domestic housing and light
commercial plumbing industry.

> to ensure the effective co-operation of both parties in the administration
of their respective requirements in relation to the matters set out in
the Schedules; and
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